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CHAPTER Introduction

Abstract
Collaborative consumption describes the growing trend from ownership to joint access
of resources. Being extremely fashionable amongst social-innovative consumers, the
sharing economy is also increasingly debated in popular science and politically of
interest. With regard to academic discourse, current theory is insufficiently developed.
Above all, a gap exists in the understanding of why users engage in sharing schemes in
the first place. Therefore, I immersed myself into the field to collect explorative knowledge on the phenomenon and to provide a snapshot of the sharing economy today, with
particular focus on Germany. Drawing from research into motivations, consumer culture
and sustainable behaviour, I derive an overview of benefits and thus reasons of people to
use peer-to-peer marketplaces. A quantitative analysis (n ≈ 600) clarifies the impact of
different types of motivations onto attitude towards and participation in co-consumption
models. Findings suggest that the majority of respondents has been in touch with
alternative modes of use and consumption. Across sharing categories, participants are
driven by a triad of economic, ecological and social motivations. At the same time,
respondents with no sharing history differ significantly in demographic attributes and
personal values. Concluding, this study has found evidence that shared ownership is not
only a trend but an alternative to hyper consumption as more people intend to participate.
Limitations to this research are essentially rooted in its sample composition. Nevertheless, it yields valuable contributions to an underdeveloped field. From here, larger
scale research can depart e.g. to investigate on consumer profiles, the issue of trust in
digital marketplaces or conflicting motivations when sharing.

Keywords: sharing, consumerism, asset-light lifestyle, collaborative consumption,
collaborative economy, peer-to-peer marketplace, communities, peer economy, access
economy, shareconomy, shared economy, freeconomy, recommerce, lifestyle of smart
simplicity, non-ownership consumption, transumerism, fractional ownership, shared
value, sharity, we-dentity
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1. Introduction
“The relationship between physical products, individual ownership, and self-identity is
undergoing a profound evolution. […] In other words, we don’t want the stuff but the needs
or experiences it fulfills.”
Rachel Botsman

Imagine being able to wear the latest designer accessories, use appropriate power tools
as you need them, eat fresh and green without gardening or ride that fancy car whenever
you desire – without worrying about the risks and costs of permanent ownership. These
scenarios are reality for the increasing consumer segment that participates in the
sharing economy (also: shared economy, shareconomy) today (Lawson, 2010; Budczynski,
2011; Abel, 2013; Heinrichs & Grunenberg, 2013).
Certainly, sharing is not new (Felson & Spaeth, 1978; Aigrain, 2007; Scholl et al., 2010;
van de Glind, 2013; Schor, 2014). Sharing something is a natural, pro-social behaviour and
has always been a sign of solidarity, cooperation and mutual aid (Benkler, 2006). But
today, it seems to become more relevant again as we move from an industrial information
economy to a networked information economy. Further, corporations have been sharing
for a long time: computer services, storage capacity, car fleets – even critical functions
can well be outsourced1 today (Wharton UoP, 2011). However, now, it is consumers who
increasingly monetize unused assets or lend objects the moment they need them. This
too, is not entirely new: Fractional ownership is a popular practice within the upper
middleclass, sharing rather expensive lifestyle properties and status symbols 2 – except
that now, communities of average users start doing the same (Steffen, 2007). To give an
example, car leasing is fractional ownership at its best: It allows the temporary
ownership of a vehicle originally above a buyer’s affordability threshold without the
responsibilities of automobile ownership (Lawson, 2010). Furthermore, one might think of
a weekend’s typical flea market or eBay and the US classified ads website craigslist
where people buy and sell all sorts of goods. Still, these are different in that providers
usually look for means to dispose things they do not need or want any longer (Botsman,
2010; Stallbaum, 2013). In the center of the sharing economy, however, people share
objects they care about – the most popular examples being their homes (Heinrichs, 2013).
1

e.g. to a shared service provider
see for instance offers on fractionallife.com, a UK-based lifestyle platform in the property marketplace with
rental categories such as aviation, boats and yachts or super cars.
2
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But what has changed with collaborative consumption? Is it simple non-reciprocal
behaviour or is there much more behind it? As a fact, one key characteristic is different
today: Consumers in the sharing economy do not simply value a car on a timeshare basis
but they pursue these experiences across all consumption categories (Levenson, 2007).
Still, the question remains: Why have people come to rethink traditional modes of
consumption? A possible answer is that “consumers want to own less but [to] gain more”
(Böckmann, 2013, p. 4). They seem to contribute because it is cheaper, easier and social –
strengthening existing ties and tapping new contacts – and “because we want to and
because we now can”, thanks to social networks (Frick et al., 2013, p. 5).
As described in Lisa Gansky’s influential book ‘The mesh’ (Gansky, 2010), the peer-topeer (P2P) marketplaces of the sharing economy facilitate the exchange not only of
classical products and services but of data, information, assistance, talent and long-kept
knowledge. According to her, the sharing lifestyle has the power to replace prevailing
economies and mainstream consumerism. Again: Is this euphoria justified? What
encourages people to participate in co-consumption offers? In trying to answer these
questions, it becomes obvious that surrounding research so far has mainly focused on
individual consumption in the commercial sector, sustainable development practices or
general sharing behaviour among community members. Existing studies on the sharing
economy are “theoretical, conceptual and normative and only rarely cite empirical
findings”, making “a retrospective assessment of trends […] difficult” (Heinrichs &
Grunenberg, 2013, p. 12). Indeed, many popular science material exists but little journal
publications are available. In this, academic discourse on the sharing economy largely
lags behind public practice (Scholl et al., 2010; Hamari et al., 2013; Heinrichs &
Grunenberg, 2013; Woods, 2015). The goal of this thesis is now to address the identified
research gap. In doing so, it examines consumer motivations in the sharing economy and
increases the existing knowledge pool on the phenomenon.
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2.

Research Objective
„You start disconnecting from your life when you have too much…“
Unknown (interviewee within the study of Marchand et al., 2010)

2.1

Problem Description

It is well known that today’s production and consumption patterns do not suffice to
ensure next generations meet their needs unrestrictedly (Preston, 2012). The materials
economy and a steady inflow of disposable goods are what characterize the mainstream
consumerism (Underhill, 1999; Leonard, 2010). Yet, as described by Rachel Botsman &
Roo Rogers (2011) in their key publication ‘What’s mine is yours’, an increasing socioeconomic awareness conquers the long-established conduct of the global throw-away
culture. Since 2010, also Heinrichs (2013) observes a trending movement from hyper
consumption to collaborative consumption. It revives concepts of sharing, lending,
swapping, gifting, renting, and trading while being reinvented and made future-proof by
technology and online social networks (Gaskins, 2010; Gorenflo, 2010; Karmann, 2013).
Popular examples in the sharing economy are carsharing, swapping wardrobes or the
booking of private accommodations while on travel. More recently evolved models of
shared use include private micro-loans, the sharing of food or gardening space, the
rental of instruments and equipment and many more. According to Bauwens et al.’s P2P
Foundation report and following the initial quotation above, sharing models that link
formerly disconnected communities and concentrate on “goods with frequent idleness
periods”, i.e. (often) unused objects, hold great potential (Bauwens et al., 2012, p. 341).
Most kinds of collaborative consumption schemes are facilitated by an online platform to
coordinate suppliers and recipients of products or services and to organize their
transaction – regardless of whether money is involved or not.
For some time now, we can observe more and more of these sharing-based business
models infiltrating national economies. But do they simply reflect their founders’
ideologies or do they cater to a larger, like-minded population of sharers? Opportunities
to engage seem manifold and technologies and social networks add up to their value but
what is the underlying rationale for consumers to initiate in collaborative consumption
schemes? What are consumer segments and perceived benefits and motivators that are
likely to lead to an involvement in collaborative consumption? These aspects have not
been discussed prior to this study. This is highlighted by Scholl et al. (2010) saying that a
8
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better understanding of the socio-economic motivations behind sharing is needed. “There
is an absence of research on the motivations of fractional ownership. […] Transumers
have not been specifically studied in the consumer behaviour literature.” (Lawson, 2010,
p. 842). Thus, little is known about how and why consumers engage in the sharing
economy.

2.2

Central Questions

The illustrated research problem shows the need to gain intelligence on what thrives
consumers to join alternative forms of consumption. Therefore, the objective of this
research is to address motives of users to participate in collaborative consumption via
online sharing platforms. Subsequently, the research question is formulated as follows:
What are motivational factors that drive consumers in the sharing economy?
From here, a number of subquestions can be derived: What is collaborative
consumption? How widespread are those alternative forms of use and consumption?
What are the most prevalent platform types and engagement modes behind sharing
economy schemes, i.e. which sharing opportunities are most familiar and practiced? How
is it positioned within the traditional economy? What are intrinsic and extrinsic
motivational factors causing users to engage? Are the identified motivational factors
coupled with the perception of collaborative consumption and how? Is there a link
between perception and participation? Which personal values do they hold? What are
product preferences? These subquestions shall be included in the following sections’
literature analysis and will recur as part of the results, altogether helping to understand
the concept of collaborative consumption.

2.3

Structural Approach

Following a multi-method design, the goal of this thesis is to create explorative and
descriptive knowledge onto the factors that motivate people to take part in collaborative
consumption schemes. Hopefully then, by understanding the motivational factors behind,
it will be possible to grasp the social-economic transition our traditional consumerism
undergoes (Rifkin, 2001; van de Glind, 2013; Dubois et al., 2014). To get there, I will
investigate the phenomenon and the current formats under the umbrella concept of the
sharing economy. With the definitions clarified, I move on to explain the study’s context
9
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that is “critical to the interpretation of consumer motives in a way that will lead to useful
results“ (Thomas, 1998; Batra & Kazmi, 2008, p. 53). Next, the most relevant research
areas around sharing get introduced: consumer culture, motivation research, sustainable
development, environmental behaviour. Following these theoretical underpinnings,
concrete factors driving the sharing movement are explained from a macro-level
perspective. Turning to the individual participant, a number of benefits that come with
consuming collaboratively can be derived, concluding with a conceptual model based on
authors from related research fields. Subsequently, the analysis of a user survey will
shed light on what motivates contributors to shape the transition to a more collaborative
economy. The paper ends with limitations to this research and suggestions for future
ones.
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3.

Theoretical Background

“Collaborative consumption models by definition focus on minimising idleness or excess
capacity of goods by optimising access to information concerning the locus of these
excess and to information concerning parties interested in them.”
Bauwens et al., 2012, p. 341

3.1

Definitions

a) Relevant Terms

A first glance at past decades’ literature suggests the term ‘share economy’ means the
reformation of classical compensation systems towards such where remuneration is
aligned with firm success. Thus, old debates involve concepts around profit sharing and
bonus incentives for managers and employees (Weitzman, 1986; Lueb, 1999). Clearly, this
is not what today’s discussion is about. Rather, it centers on alternative consumption and
ownership models, leading the way towards common access to products or services.
But first of all, what is consumption? According to Zukin and Maguire, consumption is to
be defined as the economic, cultural and social process of making product choices – a
process that reflects opportunities and limitations of the modern societal lifestyle.
Individuals “experience consumption as a project of forming, and expressing, identity”
(Zukin & Maguire, 2004, p. 173; Ahuvia, 2005).
The most precise explanation of collaborative consumption (also: co-consumption) has
recently been adopted by The Guardian where Frenken et al. define it as “consumers
granting each other temporary access to under-utilised physical assets, possibly for
money” (Frenken et al., 2015, p. 1). In other words, idle capacity is shared on a P2P basis
when and where needed. That makes productive resources out of individual owners’
under-utilised possessions.
When defining the sharing economy this thesis follows Botsman & Rogers (2010) who
include not only P2P services but also product-service systems and redistribution
markets. The first grants customers access to products while ownership stays with the
provider. The second covers marketplaces where new or used objects change hands.
Third, on-demand services bring together individuals to get a job done (Frenken et al.,
2015). Thus, also people business receives attention in the sharing economy since underemployed people represent spare assets, too, with regard to their time and skills.
11
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To clarify the scope of the sharing economy, Figure 1 illustrates these neighbouring
concepts. Altogether they make up the sharing economy. Collaborative consumption sits
at the heart of this economy (Bauwens et al., 2012). As the dotted lines indicate, the three
concepts are associated with but do not account for the majority of sharing offers.
Sharing economy

Collaborative economy

C2C
On-Demand
Economy**
e.g. Uber X or
TaskRabbit

Second-Hand
Economy /
Redistribution
Markets*
e.g. eBay or
Facebook

Collaborative
Consumption

ACCESS

GOODS

Product-Service Economy*

e.g. classic car rental

Figure 1: Economic forms in the sharing economy
Reference: Botsman & Rogers* (2010) and Frenken et al.** (2015), own depiction

As it was the generally adopted interpretation of the sharing economy in early 2014 (cf.
Tunguz, 2011; Botsman, 2013) and since on-demand services are not as diffused in
Germany yet, Table 1 only goes into the three types of sharing practices according to
Botsman & Rogers (2010).
Explanation

Product-service
systems (PSS)

Redistribution
markets (RS)
Collaborative
lifestyles (CL)
i.e. collaborative
consumption

Examples

PSS are professionalized services for rarely
used assets. PSS are the opposite of
traditional, physical product sales. Instead,
customers pay for the product’s purpose.
Examples are carsharing, tool libraries,
rental systems, equipment-sharing schemes.
Used or previously owned products are
reallocated to where they are needed. This
includes the private selling and buying of
things at flea markets or online platforms.
Thought of as the ‘real’ sharing experience,
CL is consuming together, i.e. sharing or
exchanging assets and resources like
products, time, space, skills, food, money,
etc. from and / or with peers.

Zipcar,
Netflix,
Barclays
Cycle Hire
eBay,
freecycling
groups on
Facebook
Uber,
Lending
Club,
Helpling

Table 1: The three types of sharing practices
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The terminology of the sharing economy usually denotes the wider, ‘monetized’ part of
collaborative consumption. Still, it “co-exists with an equally important trend towards
ethically-inspired economic practices that combine material benefits with a more explicit
value system” (Bauwens et al., 2012, p. 151). Therefore, please note that I involve paid-for
transactions as well as money-free services and that the terms sharing economy and
collaborative consumption will be used interchangeably from here onwards3. Still, the
main research part focuses on C2C platforms, with few exceptions. So, generally, when
speaking of motivations in the sharing space, it is referred to P2P models that promote
temporary access for a more efficient use of assets, both physical and immaterial.
With regard to other economic models, the sharing economy can be distinguished along
the four pillars it is based on (PwC, 2015; Frenken et al., 2015): First, co-consumption
offers are hosted as online services. The platforms then match spare capacities with local
demand, easily accessible via digital devices, in real-time. They link consumers to
consumers, rather than providing a one-sided B2C portfolio4. Second, despite the many
different formats of renting, lending, subscribing, reselling, swapping, donating, etc., all
sharing economy schemes have one aspect in common: They give more choice to the
user and at the same time moderate or eliminate costs of ownership. Thereby, it is about
access to a product, not necessarily about the transfer of its ownership. Third, this new
form of consumption is much more personalized since it is largely based on social
interaction and trust. Forth and last, sharing offers are designed for an individualized
user journey, striving to create emotional relationships. Ease of use, confident imaging
and support give these platforms a face and add a flavour of friendship to transactions.
Whether construed through marketing efforts or self-sustaining, these socially-oriented
experiences can virtually sell themselves.

3

The reasons for these decisions are: simplicity and the explorative nature of this thesis, linguistic alternation and
the fact that so far, no die-hard definitions have been established in literature. I do acknowledge that current
debates rank around the difference of such terms but without final conclusions yet.
4

Nevertheless, this research includes rather classic rental services, too, as some of them have helped shaping
the sharing economy. This is the case with B2C offers like DriveNow and car2go; further explanation follows.
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b) Related Concepts

The notion of sharing within an explicitly free-of-charge setting is often referred to as
civic economy or freeconomy and describes dedicated local sharing relations for the
purpose of pure help and conviviality, possibly even leading into co-production5. Still, this
happens on a smaller scale and usually fairly unorganized. Another “socially friendly form
of capital ownership” (Bollier, 2012, p. 2) and thus, a bordering concept to sharing, is the
social economy or solidarity economy, led by individuals, social enterprises and nonprofits whose behaviours are grounded in the strive for grassroots democracy and power
redistribution, social justice, cooperative leadership and associated political goals
(Weber, 2011; Bauwens et al., 2012). Again, cooperatives, associations, worker-owned
companies and the like are not new but rather revived – in part because of financial
instabilities and other socio-economic crises (Bauwens et al., 2012; Schor, 2014) (→ 3.4).
As proof point that this economic sub-sector should not be ignored, Rheannon argues
that “the 300 largest cooperatives have sales totalling more than $1 trillion per year”
(Rheannon, 2012, p. 2). In Germany, the idea originates partly in worker cooperatives and
codetermination; a practice bound by law conditions democratic workers representation
and stimulates workers’ self-management (Rothschild, 2009). The difference between the
social or solidarity economy and collaborative consumption shall be clarified in the way
that doing justice and addressing social inequity goes beyond what collaborative
consumption may accomplish effectually. Weber6 says: “To transform an economic
system which fails to meet community needs, we have to move from a sharing economy
to a solidarity economy [that] is based on democratic control and social justice, not just
cooperation and ecological sustainability. It’s about sharing power.” (Weber, 2011, p. 2). In
that, the solidarity economy goes a step further and involves more politically motivated
bodies of thought whereas the sharing economy ‘only’ follows the “basic principle to
facilitate the share of resources between persons” (Gabillard & van der Heijden, 2015).
The concept of the sharing economy goes into the direction of cradle-to-cradle, an ecoeffective, zero waste approach on product design. Similarly, it leans towards aspirations
of circular economy advocates who speak for an economy transformation where
production waste becomes “a valuable input to another process” (Preston, 2012, p. 1).

5

An example is freecycle.org, a network organising local groups for the free exchange of goods no longer needed.
Weber is an economic justice organizer and writer at SolidarityNYC, a solidarity economy advocacy collective,
working to develop the solidarity economy in New York City.
6
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c) Sharing Formats

During the past years, a multitude of sharing platforms has sprung up so that an overview
of schemes can only be attempted but most certainly not completed (Fehler!
Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.). Special attention will be received by the
areas housing, mobility, lifestyle, experience, retail and food sharing. Beyond these,
people share office space, insurances, books, parking ground, clothes and toys for
children and much more (Gansky, 2010; Ortmann, 2013).
‘What’s mine is yours’ does not count for every item one could possibly share: Easiest to
share are goods that are exchangeable, of limited material and personal value (tools) and
usually shared anyway (food); conditional sharing of higher value goods happens less
often as owners consider their risk of loss and reliability of the recipient before giving
away e.g. equipment and electronics. The same holds true for clothes and blankets which
are only reluctantly given away for hygiene and cleanliness reasons. Things a person
would not want to share as they are naturally considered intimate are: bank accounts,
laptops, mobiles, tooth brushes, underwear. In general, peoples’ sharing mood is largely
influenced by the characteristics of the counterpart: if friendly or tidy, reliable and
accurate, providers are more generous (Frick et al., 2013). Generally, goods and services
with an initial outlay exceeding € 100 bear the most potential for sharing on a grand scale.
Furthermore, it is about objects that are costly in maintenance or used only sporadically.
Long-term sharing occurs when the burden of keeping an item is larger than the desire
of owning it by oneself only. Objects that an individual cannot easily afford, that increase
personal flexibility and mobility, that can conveniently be obtained and given back and that
boost the user’s reputation, are predestined for sharing (Frick et al., 2013).
These attributes are valid for carsharing – the segment that is most developed and
fastest growing in the new economy format (Frick et al., 2013). In fact, carsharing
‘dematerializes’ the car and with it, the traffic. This is because sharing a car removes
other passenger cars from the street, in other words users “get the personal mobility
without the annoyances of car ownership” (Worldchanging7, 2007). Thereby, different
modes of mutualization, related to ownership, governance mechanisms, purposes and
use intensity, can be observed: For one, there is fleetsharing or B2C carsharing where a
7

Worldchanging has been one of the top environmental websites, run by The Open Architecture Network, an
online open-source community. It was founded by the charitable organization Architecture for Humanity that only
recently had to file bankruptcy.
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corporate owner rents out its vehicles such as the US service Zipcar and its German
counterparts Car2go or DriveNow do. Although being commercial operators, these
industry players fall under the umbrella term sharing economy as they allow flexible
point-to-point rentals at pay-per-use rates, therefore abandoning the necessity of owning
a car. The C2C pendant involves individual owners only, allowing multiple users to access
the same car, for example in their neighbourhood. Platforms such as autonetzer.de and
tamyca make P2P carsharing an alternative that is more capital efficient: No capital
investment is needed to get the assets on board as they are provided by the community.
Thus, a P2P platform operates at a fraction of what Zipcar needs to inject (Tunguz, 2011).
Although such carsharing offers are manifold, the most established concept remains
carpooling, or rather ridesharing. The largest German platform with nearly 7 m drivers
and passengers was mitfahrgelegenheit.de, operated by Carpooling which has been
bought by French competitor BlaBlaCar in 2015. A whole different option are municipal
cooperatives, i.e. non-profit, publicly owned fleets like City CarShare in San Francisco or
Autolib’ in Paris. In populous places like these the advantages of carsharing seem
obvious: “Car overcapacity and overpopulation in cities make carsharing amongst
individuals a must”, says Robin Chase, founder of Zipcar (Geneste, 2011). But also new
needs and wants in the mobility area and “behavioural changes towards the car”8
(Bauwens et al., 2012, p. 336) are driving this evolution, or better socialization, in private
transportation, also framed by the word ‘sociopleasure’ (Frick et al., 2013).
A similar tendency is observable in P2P hospitality services, i.e. home sharing, where
private and for-profit firms such as Airbnb operate alongside civic, for-benefit solutions,
like the free accommodation platform Couchsurfing. As ‘housing’ already takes the
largest share in the expenditures of French and German household budgets (Bauwens et
al., 2012; Destatis, 2015), this form of sharing becomes popular with people travelling or
owning unoccupied space. Short-term rental suits tourists best and offers new
perspectives through local, non-standard experiences around a destination (Bauwens et
al., 2012).
Another sharing area on the upswing is the food sector. Here, a strong desire to set-up
short-cuts between producers of food and its consumers has been observed, called

8

E.g. possessing an own car becomes less important among younger US citizens (Spiegel, 2012): A study from the
University of Michigan found “a substantial decrease in the percentage of young people with a driver's license”
over the past 25 years (Sivak & Schoettler, 2011).
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autonomous collaboration (Bauwens et al., 2012). Also, the line between both parties
increasingly blurs, for instance with projects such as The Food Assembly, an online
network for fresh food exchange where pop-up markets function as meeting points
between local producers and a community of consumers. Food as a strong enabler for
social ties has also brought up several meal and garden sharing communities such as
Shareyourmeal, landshare and meine ernte. Moreover, many people have chosen to adopt
a healthier way of living, e.g. by subscribing to a weekly farmer’s box of vegetables
delivered to their doorsteps. Concerns for health have also inspired the first sharing
service for consumer healthcare: HelpAround is a mobile safety network for people with
diabetes that crowdsources nearby advice and emergency support from relatives,
caregivers and patient communities.
As a last reference point, the luxury and fashion industry shall be mentioned as it is
ideally suited for the sharing and transumerism lifestyle (Lawson, 2010). This is because
temporary ownership aligns well to seasonal business. Examples are the accessory
subscription retailer Rocksbox, P2P social shopping marketplace Kleiderkreisel or the
temporary outfit rental Kleiderei Hamburg. More sharing platforms are introduced
throughout this work.
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3.2

Study Context

To date, the sharing economy is not receiving the level of attention and resources it needs
to be fully grasped. And yet, the phenomenon experiences explosive growth thanks to
information and communication technologies (ICT), with a current 77 % of the developed
world being connected to the Internet (Nuwer, 2014). For instance, Airbnb has 1.5 m
shared accommodations on offer, BlaBlaCar’s 20 m members arrange 2 m rides per
month and foodsharing has saved 2 m kg of food from being wasted. Sharing reduces
environmental impact, promotes a more efficient use of resources, and functions as
facilitator for new social contacts (Bagó, 2011; van de Glind, 2013; Dubois et al., 2014;
Schor, 2014). Thus, “sharing potentially has a lot to offer to society” (Frenken et al., 2015,
p. 2). Addressing this topic, I will start with explaining the study’s context, e.g. that of
sustainable consumption9, following the suggestion by Phipps et al. to first approach the
problem in general, “rather than relying on theory as a starting point” (Phipps et al., 2013,
p.1233).
With the current mentality, speed and intensity of global production, unsustainability is
driven further, spurring on e.g. climate change, resource scarcity, biodiversity loss and
soil depreciation (WWF, 2012). Given this environmental degradation caused by human
activities, it is no secret that “new pathways to foster sustainable development must be
explored” (Heinrichs, 2013, p. 228). Still, ethical and eco-friendly products or innovative
and more efficient industry processes may not be enough to reach sustainable
development (Jackson, 2005a). A “reduction in the scale of consumption” is needed
(Marchand et al., 2010, p. 1432), i.e. on a global level people need to consume less in
terms of volume and quantity (Princen, 2003; Fuchs & Lorek, 2005).
In consequence, ambitious debates rank around fair growth, post-growth, new forms of
life quality and alternative measurements of GDPs (Jackson, 2005a; Paech, 2012). Parallel
to these considerations, a strong belief in the sharing economy has emerged. It unites
numerous developments and provides new perspectives towards a more fundamental
vision of sustainability. Utilizing common market intelligence and network effects, the
concept has become more than a hype (Fournir et al., 2013; Bitkom, 2013).

9

Sustainable consumption shall be defined as consumption that simultaneously optimizes the environmental,
social, and economic consequences of acquisition, use and disposition in order to meet the needs of both current
and future generations (Luchs et al., 2011; Phipps et al., 2012).
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With this sustainability debate intensifying, a new actor appears on the scene. Long
identified by trend researchers, this new type of consumer, the transumer10, enjoys
access to desired goods or services and does not want to worry about ownership costs
(Lawson, 2010; Grant, 2013). Transumers are defined as “consumers driven by
experiences instead of the ‘fixed’, by entertainment, by discovery, by fighting boredom,
who increasingly live a transient lifestyle, freeing themselves from the hassles of
permanent ownership and possessions.” (trendwatching.com, 2006). Thus, as transumers
pursue non-ownership consumption convenience, they acquire products for a certain
period – not a lifetime, against a usage fee – not the original price.
The study “Zukunftsfähiges Deutschland” (future-viable Germany) was the first to
acknowledge that a consumer society that wants to comply with the future in the longterm, will align great parts of its goods logistics to the utilization of the same – not to
their ownership (BUND & Misereor, 1996, p. 219). Also the Federal Environment Office
declared the reorientation of consumption with regard to utilization instead of ownership
of products a “meaningful new aspect” UBA (1997, p. 246). In the US, much more
attention has been given to Jeremy Rifkin’s book ‘The age of access’ where he speaks of a
profound change in developed economic systems, predicting a civilization moving away
from owning property towards valuing access and an economy commercializing human
time and experiences instead of only products (Rifkin, 2000).
Furthermore, a growing distrust from crises and industry scandals leads people to “join
community groups [and] connect with neighbours” (Smith, 2006), rebuilding a sense of
trust and the social relations that have become weaker and looser over time. This trend is
supported by disruptive ICT catering real-time interaction and trust mechanisms such as
profiling, rating schemes and recommendation systems (Pick, 2012; Swallow, 2012). As a
result, sharing schemes developed on self-organized platforms, through social media or
via at least partly commercial intermediaries (Botsman & Rogers, 2011). With regard to
Germany, researchers reveal that more than half of the country’s consumers have had
contact with some part of the sharing economy, even portraying nearly 25 % as “socialinnovative co-consumers” (Heinrichs & Grunenberg, 2013, p. 9). But before this study
collects own data, the next chapters undertake an excursion into relevant research fields.

10

From transient and consumer, cf. business and research enterprise trendwatching.com, a leading trend firm
for emerging consumer evolution.
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3.3

Motivations for Sharing

a) Main Research Areas

Since purely academic publications are rare, it seems advisable to apply scattered
theoretical and empirical insights across different facets of the sharing economy, i.e. to
combine pieces of theory from various disciplines (Heinrichs & Grunenberg, 2013). But
from which perspectives can collaborative consumption be looked at? Different areas of
scientific research will be highlighted in the following.
In parts of the population there has been a change in consumer habits: A culture of
sharing extends itself from online information products such as photos, text, music and
videos to physical goods (Rodrigues & Druschel, 2010; Frick et al., 2013) – with the
difference that the latter becomes less or (temporarily) unavailable to the owner or even
handed over for good. Thus, it shall be looked at the reasons for sharing, knowing well
that the discipline of motivational research is complex and challenging. A great deal of
works originates from economics and particularly marketing research, psychology and
the sociology arena. Generally, it examines underlying reasons for people to act and
consume the way they do, i.e. their unconscious and conscious motives of behavior
(Thomas, 1998). To see through all these factors and influences and therewith generate
insights to better understand an audience – that is the goal of motivational research. In
that, perceptions and trends, cultural rules and biases, sociological forces and economic
factors all play along in forming a person’s attitudes and intentions.
As a multi-faceted construct studied by multiple disciplines, motivation has seen many
definitions. Guay et al. put it simply as the “reasons underlying behaviour” (Guay et al.,
2010, p. 712). Ryan & Deci describe motivation along the orientations or degrees internal
and external to a person or an organism (Ryan & Deci, 1985). When internal, something is
done for the sake of it, i.e. “because it is inherently interesting or enjoyable” (Ryan & Deci,
2000, p. 55) while, when external, motivation to do something is reward- or outcomeoriented and “emergent […] from particular contexts” (Nupke, 2012, p. 11). Most
commonly these dimensions are referred to as intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.
Literature also indicates that, on occasion, motivation receives quantification and scope,
i.e. the ‘amounts’ as well as the level or scope of intrinsic motivation and extrinsic
motivation respectively can change (Ryan & Deci, 2000; Nupke, 2012).
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Although referring to an educational context here, it is indicated that one’s intrinsic
motivation originates from “the individual’s natural self, the home or family setting, social
or peer pressure […] or a combination” of these (Nukpe, 2012, p. 12). While someone
extrinsically motivated will concentrate on the results or rewards of an activity, the
intrinsically motivated focuses on processes and details. Deci points out that external
rewards only boost one’s intrinsic motivation in a temporary and thus limited way (Deci,
1971). What indeed pushes motivation is agreement with the counterpart’s personality or
institutional culture (Nupke, 2012). Transferred from the classroom to the current
(sharing) context, it can be believed that shared values, ideologies and authenticity help
forming intrinsic motivation. Thus, when in accordance with the participant’s beliefs and
expectations, he or she is likely to support the cause and engage in the sharing scheme.
The same holds true for when positive relationships and confidence towards the tutor – in
this context the user’s counterpart in a sharing activity – are at play, both leading to
sustained motivation (Deci, 1971). Non-complex processes, clear structure, feedback
practices and assessments are further powerful motivators (Nupke, 2012).
Illuminating motives of sharing in the past, Belk (2007, 2010) suggests two approaches
or “prototypes for sharing”: First, mothering or sharing-in for sharing as an act of
unconditional caring, free from obligations, mostly around one’s loved ones. And second,
pooling or sharing-out as sharing for an improved provision of joint possessions and
resources in use by members of a family or community with the expectation of future reuse without constraints. Both are different from economic commodity exchange that is a
calculable, impersonal, reciprocal market transaction, e.g. buying a bread. Frick et al.
(2013) extend this dichotomy by Belk, claiming that sharing has become an instrument to
build and / or intensify social bonds, therefore they add socializing as third basic motive
for sharing and expand the sphere of the involved to a sharing-with.
According to Price, we were born to share: Humans are social beings, in need of constant
exchange with their environment. When sharing, the social relationship is in the
foreground, not any economic advantage (Price, 1975). In the past, sharing has become
less important. The gain in wealth and cheaper goods from mass production lead to
people being able to afford more. At the same time, with more one-child families and
single-person households, the number of people decreased with whom to share. Thus,
the daily practice, routine and implicitness of sharing was long lost until now it became a
conscious act of networked lifestyles again (Böckmann, 2013). And because it has not
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been part of day-to-day life anymore it becomes interesting and meaningful, an approach
to life, an attitude towards other people.
When turning to motives of sharing today, Frick et al. (2013) distinguish three
fundamental mindsets towards sharing: First, a holistic attitude towards life, following
the ‘what-goes-around-comes-around’ principle of generalized reciprocity11; second, a
‘tit-for-tat’ strategy based on the expectation of receiving something of equal value in
return for sharing; and third, appreciation and sympathy – an attitude of sharing as ‘doing
good’ and acting with regard to ecological, social and moral aspects. This majority of
respondents in Frick’s study shared in order to invest in a stronger society and because it
created joy and positive feelings. Also Marchand et al. (2010) identify four profiles of
‘simplifiers’. The most prevalent features and concerns of their lifestyles were to
consume less, to be perceptive to social and environmental problems, to lead a
sustainable lifestyle and to commit to a ‘better world’ and ‘quality of life’. To achieve
these, both groups take efficiency, i.e. consuming eco-friendly, and sufficiency, i.e.
consuming less, approaches. As opposed to their initial objective, the researchers found
that “self-interest represented an important facet of responsible consumption”
(Marchand et al., 2010, p. 1433). Thus, it can be expected that self-interest motives,
i.e. perceived personal benefits play a role in responsible lifestyles.
Regarding the motivation to engage in environmentally responsible behavior, it is selfinterest that replaces altruism in the heads of people. While traditionally self-interest and
personal gains were discredited as the causes of social and environmental problems,
they are not necessarily destructive to sustainability – as newer research confirms: De
Young argues that self-interest is not to be mistaken for ‘selfishness’ and can indeed be a
positive and constructive motivator for people taking care of themselves and being
concerned about their environment (De Young, 2000). Similarly, also Kaplan notes a
shortcoming of altruism as the only approach to solve these environmental problems: He
sees altruism and pure selflessness as models of “sacrifice rather than quality-of-lifeenhancing solutions” (Kaplan, 2000, p. 491). Kaplan further suggests not to exclude the
gain-related perspectives when considering human nature and the behavior towards
environmental responsibility (Kaplan, 2000). Criticizing today’s consumerist culture, also
Soper describes a new, “emergent structure of feelings” (Soper, 2007, p. 222) where

11

For more information see Nelson & Radermacher (2009): ‘From Trash to Treasure’.
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those citizens troubled by moral concerns and a high-velocity, work-dominated lifestyle
have developed a different idea of self-interest. Soper further frames an “alternative
hedonism” concept that calls for different forms of individual pleasure and satisfaction
and “a fairer global distribution of resources” (Soper, 2007, p. 223). Hereby, living a more
meaningful life involves more quality time with friends and family as well as undertaking
activities for self-realization and the reduction of stress or discontent (Marchand et al.,
2010).
Another relevant viewpoint from which to identify factors influencing sustainable
consumption may be social cognitive theory (Phipps et al., 2013). It suggests that human
behavior is not only outcome but also antecedent to influences of personal (cognitive) and
environmental nature (Bandura, 1989 & 2001). Putting these three factors (behavioural–
personal–environmental) in a reciprocal interdependency, the model captures the
underlying dynamic of sustainable consumption behaviours (Phipps et al., 2013), in
particular by assuming that “past behavior can influence both personal and
environmental factors and, in turn, affect future behaviours” (ibid., p. 1228). Many models
have tried to predict pro-environmental behavior. In contrast to these, Phipps et al.
propose a non-linear approach where behavior is not simply the result of values, beliefs
and personal norms but also acts “as a determining variable” (ibid., p. 1229). Therefore,
consumer behavior is the product of an ongoing feedback loop (reciprocal determinism).
This iterative process involves tangibles (outcomes, benefits, reactions) and intangibles
(feelings, personal evaluation, awareness of consequences), with influencing factors
never to be seen in isolation. In addition, Thøgersen & Crompton (2009) speak of spillover effects and show that pro-environmental action in one field can leak into others.
Reportedly, the positive experience made with clothes swapping as a sustainable activity
can for instance trigger the participation in skill or carsharing (Phipps et al., 2013).
Previous behavior shapes future behavior: As people learn how to control consumption
efficiency and reduce their footprints they develop more ambitious goals towards
sustainable consumption, thereby motivating themselves.
Renaud-Dubé et al. (2010) show that the adoption of positive environmental behavior is
based on autonomous environmental motivation. Self-determination theory claims
individual behaviour, i.e., environmental engagement, to be rooted in a person’s interest,
originating from the self (Deci & Ryan, 1985). It further suggests that higher levels of
choice and volition (willpower) lead to higher levels of autonomous motivation – in
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contrast, outer influences such as pressure and control, do not (Ryan & Deci, 2000).
Higher motivation toward the environment, in turn, leads to more frequent environmental
performance such as recycling, paper reuse, and energy conservation (Renaud-Dubé,
2010). Reasons behind were primarily of intrinsic rather than of external nature, and thus,
motivated by personal interest, identification, moral values and meaning.
In contrast, in their example of household water consumption methods in Australia,
Phipps et al. (2013) demonstrate that social monitoring and community pressure for
environmental change both activate the rethinking of one’s own values which in turn
motivates new environmental behaviours and possibly social norms. Also from a
community perspective, in a study about free contribution in four sports communities
Franke & Shah conclude that „the strongest motivations […] are reflective of social
processes, not personal benefit” (Franke & Shah, 2003, p. 27).
From self-report questionnaires Lawson (2010) found out that the strongest motivators
for

non-ownership

consumption

were

status

awareness

and

environmental

consciousness. Other individual difference variables investigated to relate to attitude and
intentions were possessiveness, materialism, variety seeking and frugality. Seeking for
status and acting environmentally responsible at the same time may appear
counterintuitive but as the definition of status and success in life has diversified,
consumers prefer products that reflect the concerns for social and environmental
matters since these have become personal values. And even if this may still be luxury
goods, the perceived need to own them has diminished and the acceptance of a leasing
lifestyle has risen (Lawson, 2010; Scholl et al., 2013). As a person’s values have been
found to influence motivational processes, a number of individual difference variables will
be examined in this research (Eccles, J. S. & Wigfield, A., 2002; Parks & Guay, 2009).
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b) Other Concepts of Relevance

According to van den Broek et al. (2012, p. 2) on social entrepreneurship theory social
entrepreneurs “fulfil social needs while creating economic value by offering products or
services”. They do so using online platforms for “reach, speed and social infrastructure”
(ibid, p. 6). As Rachel Botsman put it in a TED talk, collaborative consumption empowers
“people to make and save money from their assets” (Botsman, 2010), turning them into
micro-entrepreneurs (Pless, 2012). This research shall help to understand whether this
applies to participants in the sharing economy, too, and uses respective items with regard
to motivations to do so.
The theory of planned behaviour has not been fully employed here as it has been found
to predict health-related behaviour12 better than types of behaviour affected by emotion.
As the participation in sharing schemes is not expected to be exclusively based on such
behaviour but may indeed be influenced by various emotional feelings this particular
theory is only partly applied. Note that the main outcomes are attitude and intention, not
intention and behaviour because actual participation was only measured in retrospective
(a longitudinal study was no possibility). Thus, the present model investigates at an earlier
stage of the behaviour formation process. Also, the theory of planned behaviour involves
many complex concepts of key variables (beliefs, controls, etc.) which would have made
the study too specific and loosen its explorative character. As advised by Thomas (1998),
motivational research should not rigidly adhere to theory only.
In order to focus this work, detailed research into new technologies and online
collaboration, i.e. Web 2.0, social media or open source, have been left aside. These
minor subject matters involved are absorbed in the upcoming chapters; other areas of
research that possibly hold parallels to study in the future, are the makers movement,
knowledge sharing, co-creation and crowdsourcing.

12

Thematic foci of past studies are smoking, drinking, leisure, exercise, health services utilization, nutrition,
breastfeeding or condom use.
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3.4

Drivers Behind

With regard to economic, cultural and social forces, the global marketplace is changing
dynamically (Rifkin, 2001; Lawson, 2010). After the extensive study of many popular
science publications and a number of existing academic works on the sharing economy,
the emergence of collaborative consumption can be said to be rooted in a group of
ecological, technological, cultural and economic factors. They are explained below and
summarize the emergence of this socio-economic trend on a macro-level.
a) Environmental Concerns

Macro physical environmental changes can lead to consumer response in the form of
behavioural changes. Phipps et al. make the case with extensive drought leading to water
conservation – an example currently gaining attention in parts of California (Phipps et al.,
2013). As a fact, climate change receives growing awareness and so do unsustainable
consumption practices (Kuhndt et al., 2013).
As reported by CNN, each year, over 25 % of America’s food is thrown away, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture estimates; the University of Arizona sees the same number at
around 50 % (Oliver, 2008). In her ‘Story of Stuff’ environmental planner and investigator
Annie Leonard discovered that 99 % of consumer materials in product or use “is trashed
within 6 months” (Leonard, 2010). Moreover, Rachel Botsman quantifies the part of
objects owned by an average US household that is used only once per month or less – it
amounts to 80 % (Botsman & Rogers, 2011). An upward number of people gives thought
to these alarming developments (Scholl et al., 2010).
What is being done? “Mutualising certain infrastructures, say for example for transport
such as carsharing, can have huge positive implications for sustainability” (Bauwens et
al., 2012, p. 137). Recycling and the re-use of products are solutions helping to combat
environmental depletion and the waste of resources. The practice of sharing products
allows consumers to actively reduce their environmental footprints since sharing
replaces the need for purchasing new goods.
b) Technological Speed

As can be observed with ICT developments, a continual technological advancement has
matured the Internet into “a shared nervous system that links much of humanity”,
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democratising the access to knowledge onto an “unprecedented level of information
egalitarianism” (Mackay & Sisodia, 2013, p. 28). Today, approximately 40 % of our
worldwide population is connected to the Internet; in Germany nearly 87 % of people have
access to the web (Internet Live Stats, 2015). With this, an ordinary person can tap
“virtually limitless information on any subject, anytime, anyplace, instantly [and] at almost
zero cost” (Mackay & Sisodia, 2013, p. 28). Networking technology and sophisticated web
applications make it easy to find what one searches for (Zukin & Maguire, 2004; Bauwens
et al., 2012; Frick et al., 2013). Additionally, new delivery systems and the
dematerialization of data storage, e.g. through cloud computing, add up to an increasing
permeation of technology in our society13. Often, these technology-enabled service ideas
are “powered by the social web” (Kolson, 2012) and many social media sides grow rapidly.
Next to qualitative content and social interactions, their success can be credited to
network externalities (Belvaux, 2011). It is agreed that sharing intangibles on the web
scales sharing in the offline environment (Gaskins, 2010a; Bauwens et al., 2012), leading
to a dramatic reduction in transaction and communication costs (Schor, 2014). This way,
interaction on P2P marketplaces happens directly and cheaper; the threshold to engage
declines and so do time and effort necessary for sharing activities and community
relationships (Bauwens et al., 2012). With mobile devices, geo-location sensors and
online-based coordination the Internet becomes a “magic rental store” and sharing a
‘real alternative’ (Kelly, 2009, p. 1; Gansky, 2012). It can be thought of as an ecosystem of
“technology-mediated market-places” (Phipps et al., 2013, p. 1232). Thus, the paradigmshift based on immaterial needs and social values (read below) gets largely enabled by
new technologies (Botsman & Rogers, 2011).
c) Change in Cultural Values

Next to new technologies, consumption spaces are created by changing ideologies and
new needs and wants (Zukin & Maguire, 2004). Self-expression is part of this new
modernity and today’s consumer societies generate a proliferation of options for the
individual. At the same time, a change takes place in the perception of what a desirable
lifestyle is. Sharing has become part of the politically correct behaviours that express a
conscious and smart urban way of living. Other such social and ecological value creators

13

An example of this relentless digitalization is the music industry where access is already superior to ownership.
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are saving energy, recycling, walking instead of driving, eating healthy, and do-it-yourself,
to name but a few (Scholl et al., 2010; Frick et al., 2013). Promoting the ‘age of access’ in
2001, Jeremy Rifkin predicted a significant shift from physical assets to social
experiences (Rifkin, 2001). Ten years later, David Bosshart calls for the ‘age of less’ and a
new, consciously moderate lifestyle marked by frugality and sufficiency (Bosshart, 2011).
With this value change comes greater self-evaluation which in turn can lead to
behavioural change and perceived self-efficacy, i.e. the belief in one’s own capabilities
(Phipps et al., 2013).
A concept that has gained momentum again in the sharing debate and that relates to
simple living is called ‘voluntary simplicity’ (Marchand et al., 2010). Voluntary simplifiers
especially foster sustainable consumption patterns like choosing greener and socially
responsible products or services and overall consuming less. The practice counteracts
dominant consumption standards “in contemporary industrially developed countries”
(Shaw & Newholm, 2002; Marchand et al., 2010, p. 1433). Here, the young and
opportunistic generations prefer goods and product-service systems that help saving
“time, money, and care in replacement, maintenance or repair” (Marchand et al., 2010, p.
1441). Pursuing the ‘good life’, Generation Y stays independent, commits less, explores
more – for instance different work and family formats (Frick et al., 2013). With an urban
lifestyle and the need for mobility and flexibility, ownership becomes an obstacle. Adding
to this, our personal spheres are oversaturated and the interest in material property and
wealth declines. Personal definition and differentiation no longer happen via material
possessions but through experience and immaterial property. True to the saying ‘money
can’t buy you happiness’, Bauwens et al. make reference to an ‘experience economy’
(Bauwens et al., 2012) while journalist and digital consultant Simon Smith blogs his
‘transumer manifesto’, declaring experiences to be more satisfying than purchasing
material things (Smith, 2010). And correctly so, researchers have long found well-being
not to be correlating with material wealth (Kahneman, 2010; Karmann, 2013). This
increasingly “critical attitude towards material prosperity” and a discourse on nonsustainable consumption have become factors driving the sharing economy (Heinrichs &
Grunenberg, 2013). This being said, sharing supports the participants’ value priorities like
anti-consumption, volunteering and environmentalism (Ozanne & Ballantine, 2010). This
concrete psychological and cultural shift in parts of the population is in line with value
change theory based on the World Value Surveys by Inglehart (Delhey, 2009, p. 30) who
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noticed a “pattern towards post-materialist happiness […] driven by […] a devalorization of
material concerns”. In ‘Better than owning’, Kevin Kelly14 wrote about the burden of
ownership, a perceived change towards post-materialist practices and a belief that soon,
“access trumps possession” (Kelly, 2009, p. 1). Thus, omni-access seems to be superior
because it delivers “the same benefits with fewer disadvantages” (Bauwens et al., 2012, p.
133).
Along the same road comes a somewhat new design-related thinking and trend towards
‘design-for-sustainability’ or ‘creating-for-sharing’: product-service systems that give
access to convenience needs, comfort and quality of life (Worldchanging, 2007). Along
with station-free car or bike sharing – as observable with DriveNow or Social Bicycles – it
is the simple solutions for urban life, centering around space, mobility, safety and
neighbouring, that appeal to a wide community.
Adding to this, a deep “mutualization of knowledge through open source practices and […]
shared innovation commons” has paved the way for access infrastructures, away from
isolated and maximized consumption towards individual scarcity in favour of use
communities (Bauwens et al., 2012, p. 149). This shift in vision and perspective of life has
promoted the evolution of product-service systems and collective ownership models.
d) Economic Difficulty

In some places, a certain mistrust in ‘the system’ drives the search for new ways of
acquiring the products or services people want and need – at smaller personal and
environmental cost (Gansky, 2011). With the global recession, state debts and perceived
political powerlessness (European Social Survey, 2012), for many people a tipping point
has been reached where egoistic values have become enemy traits. This “economic
climate marked by growing uncertainty and precariousness” sets the course for
alternative consumption schemes (Bauwens et al., 2012, p. 339). Moreover, stagnating or
shrinking income of the middle class forces societies to make more out of what is
available. As Nobel prize winner Elinor Ostrom argued in her work on the management of
common property, this will only be possible through sharing (Ostrom, 2011). Thus,
collaborative consumption represents a fast, smart, and social way to reduce the

14

Kelly is the founder of WIRED, an online magazine on future trends in technology.
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utilization of resources and distribute them intelligently – above all in the light of
worldwide resource shortages.
On that note, economic difficulty and the need for local resilience is another driving
factor. Richard Heinberg15 argues that the decentralized and mutualized provision of
necessities makes a lot of sense in a period marked by austerity politics and resource
depletion (Heinberg, 2012). He brings forward pragmatic, not ideological, reasons for the
social sharing movement, mainly being the urgency to reduce dependence on states and
financial institutions when it comes to providing basic commodities in life. In response “to
a daunting and worsening set of environmental […] problems” and “in the context of a
shrinking economy”, Heinberg anticipates this vital shift to be the “fight of the century”
(Heinberg, 2012, p. 2).
e) Business Potential

While the interest in and demand for sustainability and responsibility grows, conscious
consumers become the target for businesses to capitalize on the trend of environmental
awareness by bringing alternative consumption modes to the market (Lawson, 2010).
Rachel Botsman estimates the consumer P2P rental industry to mount to $ 26 b
(Botsman & Rogers, 2010), others value it at $ 110 b (Horowitz, 2013). From mid-2010
onwards, investors started to take an interest in these themes and in 2011, Jeremy
Barton16 estimated venture capitalist investment in P2P marketplaces to be $ 257 m
(Bauwens, 2012; Buczynski, 2012).
Moving back to the participants’ side, with collaborative consumption all involved parties
can accomplish savings – after all, services are mostly obtained at lower costs (Schor,
2014). This holds true for individuals and communities on the demand side and for
infrastructure and service platforms, as well as providing individuals on the supply side
(Sasserath, 2013). Research from related fields shows that financial aspects are rarely
the sole motivators (Lindenberg, 2001; Bauer, 2006; Boudreau & Lakhani, 2013). Likewise,
in the sharing economy, it is crucial to understand why people participate. The next
chapter examines the sharing economy’s potential gain creators on a personal i.e. microlevel, ranging from economic and functional to emotional and societal.

15
16

Heinberg is author, educator, speaker and senior fellow at the Post Carbon Institute.
Barton is co-founder of Legit, a reputation credit system for the sharing economy that recently joined Facebook.
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3.5

Benefits of Participation

Since the German top technology fair CeBIT adopted the theme ‘Shareconomy’ in 2013,
the growing collaborative consumption trend has experienced an enormous gain in
awareness. Expectations are high: Participants and authors of various studies conclude
that the world’s situation could be improved sustainably and society could become more
humane if people would share more (Frick et al., 2013). Gansky predicts the rapid
expansion of the sharing economy while in the majority of consumer product markets
appropriate sharing platforms already exist (Gansky, 2010). Still, it remains to be seen
whether the often postulated massive economic potential (Economist, 2013; Forbes, 2013)
can really be expected from the sharing economy. A number of expected individual
benefits as highlighted in previous research are listed below:
a) Economic

Possibly the most promoted and obvious reasons to engage in collaborative consumption
are of economic and individualistic nature: ‘Saving money’ has been found to be the top
benefit in a 2012 US consumer study by Carbonview Research (Kolson, 2012). That is
because costs and expenses get reduced through second hand purchases and the reuse
of products (Marchand et al., 2010; Gerstner, 2014). When renting out physical spaces, the
“revenue production potential of private houses” becomes highly relevant to sharing
(Bauwens et al., 2012, p. 340). This monetization aspect of sharing is by far the most cited
one (Bagó, 2011; Bauwens et al., 2012; Hamari et al., 2013; Khan, 2014). Further, the
exchanged product or service itself is an element to look at: Quality and uniqueness of the
received commodity, i.e. the fact that it cannot be found elsewhere, reflect another
economic reason – mainly with regard to the price-performance ratio (Gerstner, 2014;
Owyang et al., 2014).
b) Practical and Rational

Practical reasons are considered an intriguing motivational factor, too: First, sharing
often is convenient in coordination and transaction and thus a favoured way to acquire
things. In a recent study titled ‘Sharing is the new buying’ 75 % of respondents named
convenience as a reason “for using a peer-to-peer site” to participate in their last sharing
activity (Owyang et al., 2014, p. 19; Khan, 2014). Next, considering the maintenance of
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objects, it can be expected that sharing or giving away goods will decrease time and effort
spent on them because the (temporary) disposal of things being rarely used allows to
invest one’s spare energy and resources elsewhere (Marchand et al., 2010). In connection
to that, using something only once usually does not require buying and possessing it. To
many, lending or swapping the item poses a reasonable, rational solution (Böckmann,
2013). Moreover, through sharing, the consumer becomes more independent from
conventional providers and their conditions (Marchand et al., 2010). Being able to access
an array of products for a flexible time span is an appealing model for participants of
library concepts or in the areas of e.g. fashion or media sharing. A similar motive that has
been reported before is that of ‘trying before buying’ (Phipps et al., 2013).
c) Social and Emotional

That sustainable consumption patterns are motivated through a personalized value and
certain beliefs rather than anticipated economic outcome expectations has been realized
before (Vergragt, 2006). Researching on an example of toy libraries in New Zealand,
Phipps et al. found “a supportive social environment”, i.e. a community with similar
values, being a reason that reinforced future participation (Phipps et al., 2013, p. 1230).
Collaborative consumption activities strengthen social cohesion and support sufficient
behaviours (van de Glind, 2013; Owyang et al., 2014). Referring to ‘companionship’, Belk
calls sharing “a communal act that links us to other people” (Belk, 2010, p. 717). The
attached social benefits come with sharing: Participation brings joy, recognition and thus,
self-confidence and satisfaction (Bagó, 2011; Hamari et al., 2013; van de Glind, 2013;
Owyang et al., 2014). A participation in sharing can be triggered through social networks
and word of mouth, i.e. the recommendation of friends (van de Glind, 2013; Wall Street
Journal, 2013; Owyang et al., 2014) or self-expressive fans of a sharing service on social
networks (Wallace et al., 2014). Sharing is further facilitated by a certain altruist tendency
to helping other individuals: The criterion ‘generosity to myself and others’ ranked as top
emotional benefit in the afore mentioned US consumer study by Kolson in 2012. The
author further explains that while “rational benefits center on reduction and practicability,
emotional ones deliver affirmation and belonging“ (Kolson, 2012, p. 2). It is thus also
natural that people talk about their experiences and express their positive attitudes
(Lawson, 2010; van de Glind, 2013).
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d) Ecological and Ideological

As a last category of perceived benefits that come with sharing, a number of ideological
and ecological motives shall be summarized. Research suggests that environmental
consciousness and with it, the green marketing of products increases. As Lawson puts it,
transumers participate in the leasing lifestyle to move away from cluttered materialism
towards non-ownership consumption (Lawson, 2010). Things they do buy are to “reflect
their concern for the environment and social issues” (Lawson, 2010, p. 842). A last
motivational factor in terms of sustainability and reducing the individual environmental
impact is the wish to adopt a healthier way of living and to “avoid unnecessary
environmental burden” (Bagó, 2011; van de Glind, 2013, p. 25; Owyang et al., 2014).
People that have given the matters of sharing serious thought may even prompt to
explicitly say I value access over ownership. Nevertheless, for a person to say so, there
must certainly be underlying root causes that the above presented reasons attempt to
cover. Therefore this motive has not been included as survey item; all others are
summarized below – collected from literature and personal discussions.
Label / Colour Code

Survey Item to Be Rated

Literature Source

Extrinsic Motivational Factors
Economic Reasons
Savings
Quality
Monetization

It came at a better price, so I needed
to invest less or no money.

Bagó, 2011; Kolson,
2012; Frick et al., 2013;
Owyang et al., 2014
I received superior quality, compared Owyang et al., 2014
to a traditional offer.
I earned money with it.
Bauwens et al., 2012;
Hamari et al., 2013

Practical / Rational Reasons
Convenience
Uniqueness
Dispensability
Autonomy
Trial

For me, it was just convenient and
practical to share.
I couldn’t find the product (or
service) elsewhere.
There was no need to buy and
possess it myself.
I liked being independent from
traditional providers.
I wanted to try the product before
buying it myself.
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Label / Colour Code

Survey Item to Be Rated

Literature Source

Intrinsic Motivational Factors
Social / Emotional Reasons
It has been recommended to me, so I van de Glind, 2013;
was curious.
Owyang et al., 2014;
Wallace et al., 2014
It’s fun – I enjoyed it.
Bagó, 2011; Hamari et
al., 2013; van de Glind,
2013; Owyang et al.,
2014
It allowed me to meet interesting
Bagó, 2011; Frick et al.,
people – online and locally.
2013; van de Glind,
2013; Owyang et al.,
2014
I like being generous to myself and
Kolson, 2012; van de
others, it’s satisfactory.
Glind, 2013
It’s a cool new initiative and I like
Lawson, 2010; van de
talking about it.
Glind, 2013

Word of mouth
Enjoyment

Social cohesion

Altruism
Self-marketing

Ecological / Ideological Reasons
Lifestyle

It’s my personal interest to lead a
healthy life.

Environmental
consciousness

I consider throwing away goods and
not utilizing spare resources as
counterproductive to sustainable
lifecycles.
I believe one day I will gain
something in return for helping out
others.

Indirect reciprocity

Bagó, 2011; van de
Glind, 2013, p. 25;
Owyang et al., 2014
Lawson, 2010; Frick et
al., 2013; van de Glind,
2013
Klein, 2010; Chen &
Hung, 2010

Table 2: Elaboration of motivational factors from literature (Q10)

Ultimately, a user’s motivation is to strive for one or more of the perceived benefits and
value creating factors mentioned above. Thus, for the purpose of this investigation, these
benefits equate with the motivational factors of a participant in the sharing economy. To
solve the research question, the items above will be rated with different answer options17.
In the end, it is assumed that participants’ outcome expectations, i.e. motivations,
influence attitude and behavioural intention towards sharing (Phipps et al., 2013). The
research model can be seen in Figure 2. It presents the independent variables (predictor,
antecedent) which are thought to influence the dependent variables (criterion, effect,
consequence) (Blumberg et al., 2008).
17

Options are: I agree, I’m neutral, I disagree, not applicable.
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Figure 2: Research model

Most constructs and items applied in this model are derived from past works and
represent proven measures as indicated in the above Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte
nicht gefunden werden.. Mostly, the original English items were adopted; slight
modification to fit the context are an exception. A comprehensive translation into German
was elaborated and double-checked by a linguist. Before describing the methodological
approach taken, I want to turn attention to critics’ arguments against the sharing
economy in order to get a differentiated picture.

3.6

Conditions, Constraints & Critique

Broadly speaking, developed markets where people posses private property and access to
the Internet is a requirement for sharing. Beyond these, Botsman & Rogers (2010) have
put down four structural elements for a sharing space to work out: a critical mass of
people, idling capacity of a good and a general belief in the commons. According to
Sasserath (2013), Germans demand further preconditions for sharing, to be specific:
insurance of the good (54 %), reliability of the identified lending partner (20 %) and
sharing platform (11 %), plus the verification of personal data (11 %). From this, the two
main concerns of people can be deduced: fear of privacy invasion and that of material
loss. Naturally, these amotivational reasons lead to refused engagement in the sharing
economy. And indeed, trust is a “decisive condition” as the commercial reputation of
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strangers becomes part of the sharing deal18 (Smith, 2010; Pick, 2012; Rinne, 2013). On
top, it is issues of quality and value that makes non-sharers reluctant (Kolson, 2012). It
will be a sub-focus of this thesis to find out more about the restraints to sharing.
With regard to critiques on the term, Frick et al. (2013) argue that the carsharing market
has little peer-to-peer character anymore: Industry players enter to join fleets with
smaller cars to be able to sell larger volume cars and still complying with CO 2 average
requirements. In contrast to positive prognoses, lower actual carsharing adoption rates
and an ever increasing number of new vehicle registrations, e.g. in Berlin, speak for a
limited carsharing success (Dierig, 2015).
Opponents of the sharing theme point out a number of related risks and dangers: Derived
from Bolton et al.’s (2006) research into boomerang effects, there is evidence that gives
reason to believe people “may treat pro-environmental behaviors as an excuse to engage
in less eco-friendly practices later on” (Phipps et al., 2013, p. 1230). In connection to this,
counter-sustainable influences and negative consequence arise – for instance, paper use
may increase with widespread paper waste recycling; or, elevated consumption efficiency
and cheaper prices can lead to more demand and higher actual consumption (as e.g. with
petrol use and heating units). Similarly, carsharing may cause more congestion or
emissions than people would generate without this opportunity and thus not travelling in
the first place. These rebound phenomena can offset the original advantages of
collaborative consumption which is why a more nuanced understanding of such
unintended effects would be valuable. Fortunately, more and more data is about to be
generated but not much profound research has been published to date19.
Also, the sharing economy has been under fire for the erosion of workers’ rights (Strauss,
2013; Fründt et al., 2014; Schor 2014; The Economist 2015). TaskRabbit, for example, may
lead people into dependency and precarious job situations: The rabbits get evaluated
after each task done and negative feedback can cause them to be jobless (Frenken et al.,
2015). Along this trend, the part of US workers being freelancers (one third) is expected to
rise (Shapiro, 2012). Further, the sharing economy creates new competition for regular
companies: UberX, an app that enables car owners to act as taxis, license-free. Critiques

18

This issue of credibility has become the business model of reputation platforms such as the formerly
mentioned Legit and Trustcloud, a credit system that gathers information to certify service providers on P2P sites.
19

A list of articles has been collected by the Journalist’s Resource Project, based at Harvard’s Shorenstein Center
on Media, Politics and Public Policy (Penn & Wihbey, 2015).
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refuse the service to be a form of the sharing economy since without it, most drivers
would not have made the trip at all (Meelen & Frenken, 2015). However, when used for
carpooling, idle capacities, i.e. empty seats become occupied and thus utilised. The same
criticism applies to users on Airbnb that permanently rent out flats they do not live in
themselves – in some places, this is illegal20. It may threaten local hotel industries and
cause higher rents as available apartments become less (Orsi21, 2009; Geron, 2012 &
2013; Schor, 2014). Further critique lies in overrated environmental gains and the
tendency towards monopoly. Yiannopoulos (2013) queues up with these and calls sharing
a ‘cult’. Kalamar (2013) cautions about ‘sharewashing’, i.e. the practice of platforms to
shift risks to employees, while Baker (2014) sees the trend dying against regulations and
the law.
As said, few studies exist that illuminate consumer surplus changes or prove a significant
magnitude of negative effects. In contrast, Scott Wallsten from the New York Technology
Policy Institute for instance found Uber’s growth to be “associated with decreases in pertrip complaints22 to the city” (Wallsten, 2015, p.20). Thus, taxis improved quality as a
response to Uber competition which in turn also benefits traditional customers.
Overall, support for or opinions against the sharing economy are dependent on whether it
is perceived as a “threat to local businesses or an opportunity to improve economic
growth” (Minder & Scott, 2014, p. 1). In either way, terminology and scope of the sharing
economy are controversial. Yet, the impact is there – even though hardly quantified so far
(Schor, 2014). Both problems and promises will be subject to further scientific research
but do not influence the study at hand.

20

In Berlin for instance, short-term rental is banned without the approval of authorities.

21

Janelle Orsi is a sharing lawyer and director of the non-profit Sustainable Economies Law Center Oakland
California and author of the book Practicing Law in the Sharing Economy.
22

Complaints for example concerned „broken credit card machines, air conditioning and heating, rudeness,
and [drivers] talking on cell phones” (Wallsten, 2015, p. 1).
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4.

Methodology

„Without sufficient methodological rigor, research findings will lack credibility, and
without sufficient theoretical development, the same findings will be difficult to apply and
build upon.“
Phipps, M. et al., 2013, p. 1233

In general, as a researcher of motivations, one shall take an „eclectic, wide ranging and
open-minded philosophical perspective“ (Thomas, 1998). It must be acknowledged that I
absorbed the idea of sharing in such a way that I am no longer independent concerning
the topic of my choice. Thus, a qualitative approach felt no longer viable which is why I
chose a quantitative instrument instead. Still, the model on page 35 does not formulate
‘cast in stone’ hypotheses but rather certain outcome expectations evolved from literature and preliminary research.

4.1

Pilot Study

a) Online Research

Next to desk research on literature, an online news observation of the sharing space
and its participants was undertaken. This rather unusual research method, due to
selectivity and subjectivity (Pick, 2012), involves a systematic scanning of the blogosphere, websites, Google alerts, Twitter feeds and similar sources. The so collected
insights helped draw an image of the people taking part in sharing schemes. Through
prolonged observation, the group under study and their consumption patterns, practices
and values could be understood better (Creswell, 2003). The same was done with regard
to collaborative consumption trends: All information on new ventures, new tendencies,
surrounding business models, policies and else was taken in, e.g. via Google News or
Quora.
To give an example: In the web, the words ‘carsharing’, ‘carpooling’ and the like are most
prominent in the context of lifestyle topics, consumption tips, new technologies and
gadgets or in debates centred around smart, environmentally aware consumption,
mobility services and apps or food and travel. Words associated most with carsharing
were: ‘green’, ‘change’, ‘mobility’, ‘services’, ‘electronic cars’, ‘better’, ‘sustainable’,
‘social’ and ‘network’. This corresponds with Frick et al.’s (2013) conclusion that to actors
in the collaborative economy sharing is more important than the car.
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b) Offline Research

Out of interest and in order to dive deeper into the field of collaborative and sustainable
consumption, I visited a number of special events, for instance the City Link Congress
Hamburg on cities, culture and sustainability, the Leipzig Degrowth Con-ference and
local events of the Junior Economic Chamber Dresden and the Berlin Institute for Ecological Economy Research. With meeting these experts and other peers, plus myself
taking part in sharing transactions, it was frequently talked about why and under which
conditions people used a service. Also, I lead discussions on related ideas or exchanged
episodes and advice from past experiences. One could call these participant interviews.
In this “initial exploratory research stage” (Marchand et al., 2010, p. 1435) I abandoned
the option of producing visual or audio data in order not to disturb, influence or confuse
the conversation partner. In fact, these were merely interviews but rather encounters or
Q&A chats at different events, i.e. when people were not even aware of the reason for my
presence – and, at the beginning, neither was I, being in the researcher-participant
mode. Later, to avoid embarrassment or stress, writing protocols felt unnecessary and
saved operational difficulties. Instead, I took field notes at maximum to keep it to a
natural environment. With regard to other methods, personal or video observation would
have been too expensive and inconvenient while for the nondirective style of focus groups
it is difficult to achieve spontaneous interaction (Thomas, 1998).

4.2

Main Study

Altogether, the pre-study represented over 400 hours of online and participant observation, allowing for a first examination of underlying reasons for people taking part in
co-consumption schemes. To validate or disprove these, a quantitative survey served as
main empirical study instrument. It comprised 23 questions, divided into 5 parts (Table 3).
Part

What it is about

Questions

1

Introduction

Experience with and attractiveness of sharing types

01-03

2

Explorative I

Personal attributes, values and attitudes

04-06

3

Main topic

Recent participation, motives for / against, giver / taker

07-11

4

Explorative II

Future development and intention

12-16

5

Demographics,
Explorative III

Control variables and factors potentially influencing
the decision to participate

17-23

Table 3: Structure of the survey
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Employing a uniform survey allows for structured data being gathered from a single,
primary source. In-between messages added to the logic order, context and relevance to
keep participants focused and to avoid rushed responses. Questions 8 and 11 divide the
sample into participants or non-participants in sharing schemes as well as into providers
of own resources or recipients of others’ resources. With the exception of two follow-up
questions, all participants received the same questions so that (significantly) different
answers could be traced back to their response pattern and group characteristics.
The survey platform to be considered needed to allow question-answer-piping and
multiple languages. Typeform became the tool of choice. On a single-page survey users
were able to zip from one question to the next, just like an interactive conversation. A pro
account was acquired to profit from superior design options. Upon survey completion,
many respondents left a note of praise in the comment field. Appendix 2 shows a
screenshot from the Typeform survey page tracker including information on the time
spent and devices used for survey completion.
With regard to human language a match was found between clear, scientifically correct
but colloquial language. Therefore, the German translation addresses participants
informally by saying ‘Du’ instead of the formal ‘Sie’; Also, the wording of items was
designed carefully to form a parsimonious survey that is easy to grasp and not to be
misunderstood.
Qualitative answer categories were uniform and consistent to the respective question.
Alternatively, numerical scales were applied, mostly with five points. Four-point scales
have been used only to compare to other results found in recent reports or in the media.
A short comparison of pros and cons on neutral answer options, i.e. ‘prefer not to say’
options and odd-numbered Likert scales, is worth mentioning: First, proponents argue
that abstention, i.e. a no-vote, reflects as much an opinion as the scale extremes do.
This way, it avoids a forced choice and guarantees an explicit answer. After all, reality
leaves the possibility for in-between options without a clear yes or no tendency, too.
Also, the alternative of ‘I don’t know’ is viable as it predicts the entirety of a group better.
Similarly, ‘not applicable’ gives participants the chance to opt out of a single question
instead of quitting the whole polling process. Overall, neutrality is preferred over not
answering at all or, worse, not answering truthfully and randomly as the latter distorts
the result. Schnell et al. (1999) advise to allow neutral answer options like ‘no opinion’,
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‘undecided’, ‘neither’ and found out that for certain questions a participant share of 10 %
to 30 % gave a neutral option once this category was available – which in reverse means
these participants would have given a wrong answer otherwise. In contrast, opponents
argue it possibly impedes a clear analysis of results as there may be different reasons
causing a participant to opt for the answer choice in the middle23. This survey used a
mix of questions with a tendency of providing neutral answer options to avoid misinterpretation or discomfort and thus non-response, making it a supportive and structured
multiple-choice survey experience (Malhotra et al., 2012). Moreover, sensitive items such
as net income were moved towards the end. Open-ended questions capture additional
thoughts and remarks of respondents but can be skipped.
a) Data Collection & Measurement of Constructs

The empirical study at hand involves no particular industry but reaches out to average
consumers in Germany, representing the analysis unit at individual level. To approach
potential participants, a short introductory note including a link to the survey instrument
has been distributed via multiple online networks. Mainly, these were Facebook, Twitter,
XING and e-mail distribution lists; for an impression see Appendix 3.
Since this study is of explorative nature, no distinct hypotheses have been postulated.
Thus, no predictions about the phenomenon are to be explicitly confirmed or denied.
Rather, the results will hold a number of answers to the research questions posed
earlier. Therefore, in the following, it shall be explained how certain constructs
elaborated in previous chapters have been operationalized in the survey. As commonly
required in quantitative empirical studies, the applied measures are assessed in terms of
reliability and validity.
Beyond efficiency reasons like a broader geographic coverage, wider accessibility and
little processing errors, a number of other attributes spoke in favour of applying the
chosen research method: Advantages such as a decreased interviewer bias, targeted
sample selection, process efficiency and cost effectiveness are clear advocates of online
surveys. What increasingly holds potential participants back from answering or
completing online questionnaires are data privacy concerns. Reportedly, this lowers
23

Possible reasons for neutral options are manifold and thus difficult to capture; examples can be: ‘sometimes
yes’, ‘sometimes no’, ‘I don’t know’, ‘I don’t want to comment on this’, ‘I don’t find this important’, ‘I don’t like this
question’.
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response rates (Rogelberg & Stanton, 2007; Shih & Fan, 2008; Dillman et al., 2009). To
counteract a possible non-response bias, a few facilitating steps were taken: A data
protection advice followed suit after entering the survey, informing respondents about
purpose and usage of their answers and assuring anonymity. This way, respondent
confidentiality and consent issues have been dispelled. Moreover, a manageable survey
length of only ten minutes was communicated before start24 and five Amazon vouchers
were offered as monetary incentives to activate participants (Pickreign & Whitmore,
2012). Further fixes against non-response seemed overly complex, not fail-save either
and too costly (Peytchev, 2013). Additionally, to prove authenticity, a photo of the
researcher and the institutions’ logos introduce the survey’s entry site. Together with a
personalized or otherwise relevant advance note accompanying the survey link,
respondents were approached in the most suitable manner. Next to distributing it myself,
a number of Facebook pages and initiatives were kind enough to post the survey invite
onto their walls, helping to spread the word, limit truthfulness concerns and increase
credibility. Nevertheless, with participants from an online environment, strong encouragement to really take the survey or a possibility to follow-up are hardly given.
Moreover, survey completion depends on external factors, too, such as the algorithm
Facebook uses to show or hide posts on an individual’s news feed. For the survey
invitation to be visible to a potential participant, that person had to be member, follower
or subscriber of a page or group the link was posted to. Thus, an effective response rate
is impossible to calculate. Certainly, the specific topic does not appeal to every user and a
partly pre-selected sample is not ideal. All considered, the approach described is still
taken for the best possible and most feasible option.
Since no direct motivation to participate in the survey existed – especially for people who
have not yet been involved in sharing –, convenience sampling had to be applied. In other
words, data is pulled from those sample units easiest to access. This allows for speedy
data collection and a quick formulation of results. With regard to fairly new fields of
research, gathering information rapidly helps isolate growing trends. Nevertheless, this
straightforward method has disadvantages. Obviously, the results cannot be treated as
representative depiction of the general population as the possibility of over- or underrepresentation of a particular group cannot be ruled out. Still, it is indeed a widespread

24

A pilot test with five respondents as well as supervisors‘ feedback helped to recognize points of fatigue, to
sharpen the survey and verify the time respondents needed to complete the survey.
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sampling technique when representative results and replicability are not the number one
research objective. Therefore, it is important to resist the tendency of extrapolating to the
general population. Treating data results as what they are, they still provide accurate
correlations and valuable results as to how variables relate to each other. For a summary
of pros and cons of the research method applied, that is convenience sampling in an
online environment, please see Table 4 below.
Pro

Contra

Speed

Truthfulness concerns

Flexibility

Privacy and legal concerns

No interviewer bias

Inadequate response rate

Cost effectiveness

Risk of collecting biased results

Privacy and anonymity

Only generalizable for similar subjects
Incomplete conclusions

Error-free online data recording
Ease of access to respondents

No possibility to track for completion

Good for time-sensitive research
Affordable
High participation return
Table 4: Pros and cons of the chosen research method

The survey was active for one month in total, including pre-tests. Data collection
stretched over 20 days, starting early March 2015 but promotion mainly happened during
the first week. The socio-demographic attributes of the dataset are shown below.
Sample's Gender Distribution

Sample's Job Occupation
Apprentice or pupil

264
44 %

Student

330
56 %

Employee

male

5%
31%

Management
Freelancer
Retiree

female

8%

4% 4% 3%

Other
Figure 3: Sample characteristics I
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Participants' Age Distribution
81 - 90

0.3%

71 - 80

1.2%

41 - 50

21 - 30

∑ women
S men
∑ men

3.5%

5.1%

31 - 40

S women

0.2%

3.9%

51 - 60

∑ German total

0.8%

0.7%

61 - 70

S Sample value

0.0%

6.2%
7.1%

9.4%
23.1%

35.5%

10 - 20

0.8%

30%

20%

2.2% Source: Statistisches Bundesamt (2012)

10%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Figure 4: Sample characteristics II

The sample consists of more females (56 %) than males (44 %) and holds a large share
of students: 31 % compared to less than 4 % nationwide. Furthermore, it can be concluded that age group 21 to 30 is clearly overrepresented. From the distribution of ages,
a picture can be drawn with regard to generations portrayed in the sample (Figure 5).
How age influences sharing affinity will be discussed later on in chapter → 6.
Participants' Age Cohorts
Silent Generation / Lucky Few

Baby Boomers

2.4%

5.6%

Generation X

1945 – 1962, now aged 52 – 69

18.5%

Generation
GenerationYY/ /Millennials
Millennials

Generation Z

1925 – 1944, now aged 70 – 89

1963 – 1979, now aged 35 – 51

1980 – 1995, now aged 19 – 34

2.4%

1995+, now aged 18+

Figure 5: Sample characteristics III
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In the following, all model-relevant variable constructs are operationalized and assessed
based on consistency, reliability and validity. Also, control variables are thought to have
an impact on the research model and therefore find explanation below. The complete
survey is listed in Appendix 4.
Construct

Label

Code

Economic
Motivations

Savings

Q10a

Item

It came at a better price, so I had to invest less or
no money.
Quality
Q10b I received superior quality, compared to a
traditional offer.
Monetization
Q10c I earned money with it.
Convenience
Q10d For me, it was just convenient to share.
Practical /
Rational
Uniqueness
Q10e I couldn’t find the product (or service) elsewhere.
Motivations Dispensability
Q10f There was no need to buy and possess it myself.
Autonomy
Q10g I liked being independent from traditional providers.
Trial
Q10h I wanted to try the product before buying it myself.
Word of mouth Q10i It has been recommended to me, so I was curious.
Social /
Emotional
Enjoyment
Q10j It’s fun – I enjoyed it.
Motivations Social cohesion Q10k It allowed me to meet interesting people – online
and locally.
Altruism
Q10l I like being generous to myself and others, it’s
satisfactory.
Self-marketing Q10m It’s a cool new initiative and I like talking about it.
Q10n It’s my personal interest to lead a healthy life.
Ideological / Lifestyle
Ecological
Environmental Q10o I consider throwing away goods and not utilizing
spare resources as counterproductive to
Motivations consciousness
sustainable lifecycles.
Q10p I believe one day I will gain sth. in return for helping
Indirect
reciprocity
out others.
Q3
Perceived
Let’s assume [...]. How attractive is it for you to
Attitude
attractiveness
borrow such objects or use them together instead
towards
of buying or owning them?
Collaborat.
Q16
Sympathy
All things considered, how do you feel about the
Consumpt.
principle of ‘sharing instead of owning’?
Q8
During the past six months, have you participated in
Participation Past sharing
intensity
one or more sharing activities, coordinated via an
in
online platform?
Collaborat.
Q13
Future
Is it likely that you yourself will (more) frequently
Consumpt.
participation
participate in the future?
intention
Table 5: Operationalization of constructs
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Control variables may affect the dependent variables or the relationship between
independent and dependent variable. Corresponding items have mainly been collected in
the final part of the survey. Literature indeed suggests a set of variables possibly having
considerable effects. For instance, previous studies assign an influencing role to age,
gender, internet usage and income level of actors in the sharing economy (Frick et al.,
2013; Owyang et al., 2013; Zipcar, 2014; PwC, 2015). Age was measured as a continuous
and gender as a binary variable while income and internet usage utilised a ratio scale
range and a ‘prefer not to disclose’ option. It is claimed that sharing appeals to the
younger more than the elderly (Reuters, 2014). Moreover, differences in participation may
be attributed to a participant’s income (Frick et al., 2013; Fraiberger & Sundararajan,
2015). None of the controls have been included in the research model. Data on e.g. the
participants’ internet affinity has still been compiled to provide additional contextual
information.
Internal consistency reliability tests are a technique to ensure all items deliver
consistent scores and constructs are thus measured correctly. Cronbach’s alpha allows a
researcher to evaluate this reliability. Scoring between zero and one, with 0.7+ being the
generally accepted standard (Nunally, 1978), it is a method to determine how well the
survey addresses the studied variables and delivers reliable results. Unfortunately, the
four motivational groups do not completely reach the recommended threshold (0.564 to
0.716).
Construct validity describes the degree to which a construct captures what it is supposed
to and is therefore highly relevant to scientific research like this (Saunders et al., 2009).
With regard to the main research part on motivations of participants for sharing, all
scales applied in the survey are derived from established studies so that operational
definitions should thus reflect the theoretical framework behind. Overall, cross-construct
correlations provide evidence that items are adequately grouped into the respective
categories.
Similarly, content validity is given due to the fact that most measures have been applied
multiple times in previous studies. However, the concepts of attitude and participation
were newly developed. Here, it is also a matter of practicality and logic when assessing
validities. The pilot study and seeking advice from peers are thought to have minimized
mono-method bias. Still, the actual effect of a variable can be clouded – threatening
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construct validity – e.g. through participants guessing an hypothesis and thereupon
changing behaviour, or through definition and mislabelling errors.
Cross-item correlation matrixes can be found in
. The most significant correlations are positive whereas their magnitudes are rather low
(.104 to .524). The values suggest that perceived attractiveness and overall sympathy
towards the idea of collaborative consumption are positively related to past and future
participation. Still, the values measured here reflect a linear relationship only. Thus, even
though a correlation value is close to zero, two variables can still influence each other in
a way that does not reflect linearity.
b) Data Analysis Methods

Typeform gave out an initial report with main results and exported the dataset to .xls
format. All responses classified as valid because questions were marked mandatory to
answer, i.e. the survey tool would otherwise not let participants submit the questionnaire.
With data collection complete, no value had to be deleted, estimated or substituted –
as approaches to deal with missing data (Nakagawa & Freckleton, 2008). Further
preparation happened in Excel. Variables were simply renamed, recoded and sorted
according to constructs. Since the statistical method applied is a structure-testing
technique both independent and dependent variables needed to be metric. Mostly,
numerical coding was used to transform data into SPSS readable measures, i.e. answer
options A, B, etc. were coded with 1, 2, etc. while scale measures were left as they are.
Then, data was imported and variable properties stores in the background. In addition,
new variables have been computed from existing answers, for instance the sum of
platforms known to a participant and the intensity of past sharing behaviour. Also, dummy
variables for gender and other controls were implemented. Neutral answer options like
‘prefer not to disclose’ were marked to be excluded from the calculation of means later
on. The explained editing process concerned all nearly 100 items.
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5.

Results

In this chapter, the survey data will be summarized in a descriptive manner before it is
applied in an analysis of variance to distinguish between sample groups. A regression
model completes the statistical examination.

5.1

Descriptive Statistics

Question 1: A total of 594 respondents submitted the questionnaire online. As expected,
the preferred language was German. Still, 50 participants (8 %) chose to answer the
survey in English (Figure 7). Altogether, 23 different nationalities took part but were later
coded as “Non-German”. Thus, if any, culture-specific conclusions can only be obtained
for the majority of Germans (n = 551). Altogether it can be said, that the respondents
constitute a German sample.
Participants' Language Preference and Nationalities
German

English
50
= 8%

Austrian
British
Canadian
French
German
Indish
Italian
Polish
Russian
Spanish
Swiss

544
= 92 %

Bulgarian
Chinese
Colombian
Danish
Dutch
English
French
German
Hungarian
Icelandic
Italian
Mauritian
Mexican
Polish
Russian
Slovakian
Spanish
Turkish

Figure 6: Participants' language preference and nationalities (Q1)

As an entry question, respondents were asked for their experience in moderate
alternative use and ownership formats. As explained in chapter → 3.1, three different
types of collaborative consumption schemes can be distinguished in social practice
(Botsman & Rogers, 2010).
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Question 2 aims at two of them: product-service systems (e.g. car hire, equipment rental,
tool library, etc.) and redistribution markets (e.g. eBay auctions, etc.). The third type,
collaborative lifestyles, is looked at in question 8. Being asked how often they engage in
such activities or whether they can imagine doing so, participants answered as follows
(Figure 7): Professionalised service systems like rental firms have been or are used by
approximately half of the respondents (50.5 % + 11.8 % and 40.6 % + 3.5 %). Redistribution
markets are even more widespread: Privately buying and selling objects through online or
offline platforms is the norm for 21.1 % and 40.9 % respectively. This indicates that
sustainable commerce is on the rise. Thereby, it does not matter whether goods are free,
swapped or sold for money (Botsman & Rogers, 2010). Overall, responses show that the
vast majority of the sample has been or is frequently in contact with some sort of
alternative consumption practice. Surprisingly, only 18 participants (3 %) have never had
this contact.

Using a car or bike
from a rental business
Renting things
rarely used
from a rental business

11.8%

5.9%

Buying or selling stuff
at a flea market

Buying or selling stuff
on the Internet
0.0%

50.5%

31.8%

3.5%

Particpants' Experience
with Alternative Use and
Ownership Formats

40.6%

5.7%

Product-service systems

50.2%

21.2%

Redistribution markets

53.5%

18.2%
7.1%

I do this regularly

40.9%

7.1%
2.7%

20.0%

I did this before

49.3%

I can imagine doing this
I cannot imagine doing this
40.0%

60.0%

Figure 7: Distribution of alternative use and ownership formats (Q2)

Question 3 attempts to replicate past findings on citizens’ interest in the sharing economy
from a 2012 representative population survey by the Federal Ministry for Environment,
Nature Conservation & Nuclear Safety and the Federal Environmental Agency (BMU,
2013). Making the assumption of a nearby place to borrow things the participants do not
need every day, they are being asked to rate the rental and shared use of such objects in
terms of attractiveness. In response to this hypothetical question it becomes clear that
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sharing, as opposed to buying and owning, is indeed an alternative: 86 % find it (very)
attractive. The perceived appeal of making use of offers in the collaborative consumption
space seems to have increased compared to the BMU poll in 2012 (Figure 8), although the
sample populations are not directly comparable. Here, it can be argued, the ecological
relevancy of household organisation and budget management are a frequent motivation,
driven by efficiency and the desire to save money.
Attractiveness of Borrowing and Shared Use vs. Buying and Owning
60%
53%

40%

43%
33%

20%

24%
17%

12%

0%
very attractive

somewhat attractive

2%

not so attractive

Present study results

16%

not at all attractive

BMU study results

Figure 8: Attractiveness of borrowing and shared use of objects (Q3)

Questions 4 to 6 ask for a variety of individual difference variables. To further investigate
participants’ point of view on the sharing economy, consumer attributes, product values
and general attitudes shall be illuminated. Answers will later be put in relation to the
respondents’ intensity of sharing. All subsets rated on a 5-point Likert scale.

Average:

Property

Luxury

Creativity

3.01

2.85

3.98

Predictability

Community

4.25

4.20

Variety
4.28

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
1
not important at all

2

3

4

5
very important

Figure 9: Importance of personal, collaborative consumption-relevant values (Q4)
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Looking at personal collaborative consumption-relevant values (Figure 10), a clear
picture can be drawn: For the survey sample, material values are less important than
immaterial ones such as community as sense of belonging. Figure 10 on respondents’
opinions on particular product attributes is less explicit: Only ‘quality’ seems higher up
on the importance ranking than for instance the innovativeness of products
(‘trend’).Figure 10: Consumer opinion on product attributes (Q5)
Price
Average: 3.61

Quality

Environm.

Trend

CSR

Attention

Togetherness

4.40

3.72

2.96

3.62

2.28

2.77

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
1
I strongly disagree

2

3
I'm rather neutral /
It depends

4

5
I strongly agree

Figure 10: Consumer opinion on product attributes (Q5)

To get a better understanding of participants’ mindsets, a 5-point rating of the following
attitudinal statements has been obtained; results are presented below (Figure 11):
I like
educating
people
by my views.
I like
educating people
by sharing
sharing my views.
I usually buy only the
things I need.

Opinion leader

Things I buy are primarily functional and useful.

Moderation

Things I buy
are primarily
I usually buy only the things I need.
functional and useful.

Utilitarian attitude

In general,
other people
In general, other people can be trusted.
can be trusted.

Trust

Things I buy are primarily pleasant and experiential.

Things I buy are primarily
pleasant and experiential.

Hedonic attitude

The things I own say a lot about
how well I’m doing in life.

Material success

I’d be happier if I could afford to
I’d be happier if I could afford to buy more things.
buy more things.

Material happiness

The things I own say a lot about how well I’m doing in life.

1
2
I strongly disagree

3.75
3.59
3.52
3.46
2.90
2.75
2.54
3

Figure 11: Attitudinal statements of consumers (Q6)
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Question 7 asks all participants to select the sharing platforms they have heard of before.
For that reason, the most popular platforms25 in their respective sharing category – ten of
which in total – were determined for the respondents to choose from. Upon analysis we
can learn which websites participants have come across prior to the survey: The German
ridesharing pioneer Mitfahrgelegenheit.de is named top most (479). Next come global
accommodation

marketplace

Airbnb,

the

German

clothes

swapping

platform

Kleiderkreisel and the B2C carsharing operator Car2go (344, 336 and 303 respectively).
Interestingly, with one in ten mentions going to Foodsharing.de (197), the German food
saving site ranks fifth, followed by “the largest crowdfunding community for creative and
sustainable ideas in German speaking areas”, Startnext, with 111 scores (Startnext,
2015). Stuffle, Frents, Skillshare and Lendstar each received far below 100 entries (37, 22,
21 and 13 respectively). Only 42 respondents did not recognize any of the pictured online
platforms (Figure 12).
Participants' Platform Recognition and Familiarity
Mitfahrgelegenheit
in Ridesharing

2%

Airbnb
in Housing

2%

Kleiderkreisel
in Lifestyle

6%

Car2go
in Carsharing
25%

10%

Foodsharing
in Groceries Sharing
Startnext
in Crowdfunding
Stuffle
in Second Hand Trade
Frents
in Neighbourh. Trade

18%

16%
18%

Lendstar
in Private Loaning
Skillshare
Skillshare
in Education
None

Figure 12: Platform recognition and familiarity (Q7)

25

The platforms were selected based on the number of registered users, only including German or here available
services. To answer the question participants need not to have an account. Multiple choices were possible.
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Question 8 divides the sample into sharers and non-sharers. By indicating the sharing
activities the participants were involved in during the past six months, it becomes visible
who follows a truly collaborative lifestyle – as opposed to the moderate options of the
sharing economy discussed earlier. While 217 respondents did not take part in any
sharing transaction recently (now referred to as non-sharers), 377 people did so (Figure
14). Here, the top three activities are P2P ridesharing (53 %), accommodation rental
(43 %) and B2C carsharing (32 %) while garden sharing (3 %), neighbourhood lending
(3 %) and private loaning (4 %) are the ones least practiced and coordinated via online
platforms (Figure 13). Amongst others, further activities entered by participants were
swapping flats and the sharing of books, media, repair garages and network services. Of
those 377 who share, the number of activities spreads as follows (Figure 15): Nearly half
of the sharers (149, 40 %) made use of a single sharing activity only; that most often being
ridesharing

(42,

28 %),

followed

by

renting

an

accommodation

(29,

20 %).

Correspondingly, both make up the most popular combination for those participants who
engaged in two sorts of sharing (110, 29 %).
Recent Sharing Participation

Proportion of (Non-) Sharers

None

217
Nonsharers
37 %

217

Collective Ridesharing

377
Sharers
63 %

201

Accommodation Rental

161

B2C Car & Bike Sharing

121

Clothes Swapping
Figure 143: Sample division in sharers vs. non-sharers (Q8)

Sharers' Scope of Involvement

Number of participants

160
140

110 29 %

100
80

59 16 %

60

30

40
20

17

2

3

4

5

Crowdfunding Support

54
35

Online Teaching…

24

P2P Carsharing

15

Alternative Travel…

14

Coworking Space

13

Other

12

Neighbourhood Sharing

10
10

7

1

Gardening Ground

6

7

8

Private Loaning

Number of sharing activities

4

0

200

400

Figure 14: Participants‘ recent sharing activities (Q8)

Figure 15: Participants' sharing intensity (Q8)
(Q8)

61

4

0
1

Second Hand Markets

Foodsharing

149 40 %

120

103
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Question 9 explores the reasons of non-sharers to circumvent collaborative consumption
schemes: One third of them is simply not aware of existing offers (32 %) while others are
content with what is out there (21 %). Further, some survey participants seem afraid of
other people breaking, losing or not caring about their belongings (14 %). Also, almost
one in ten non-sharers does not see how sharing transactions could be of any value to
them (9 %) (Figure 166).
Participants' Reasons Against Sharing
3%

No freedom

Sharing creates dependencies.

No faith

I cannot anticipate people's behaviour.

9%

No time

I don't want to invest the time.

14%

No reaction

I don't usually react to such offers.

No value

I don't see any added value for me.

No trust

People would not care about my things.

No need

I'm satisfied with alternatives available.

No awareness

I haven't come across such services.

4%
8%
9%

377

217

21%

32%

(Statements shortened; multiple choices possible)

Figure 16: Participants' reasons against sharing (Q9)

Question 10 allows for a general ranking of motivations of participants when deciding for
their latest sharing transaction. Four groups of motivations have been established and
colour coded as explained in chapter → 3.4. Regardless of sharing categories, the top
motivational factor is related to environmental consciousness (79.3 %), closely followed
by the intention to save money (78.5 %). Furthermore, feelings of joy (73.5 %) play a
similar role like convenience (68.2 %) and a personal interest in healthy living (63.4 %).
Surprisingly, social cohesion, i.e. meeting new people, did not seem to be a decisive
motivational factor (7.2 %). Overall, intrinsic and extrinsic motivations fairly balance each
other (Figure 17). Still, non-monetary reasons – besides that of savings – rank rather low.
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Sharing Motives

(multiple choice possible)

I consider it unsustainable to
I considered it unsustainable to throw
throw away
goods & waste spare
Environment
away goods or waste spare resources.
resources.
It cameItat
a better
I
came
at a betterprice,
price, soso
I needed
Savings
to
invest
less
or
no
money.
needed to invest less or no money.
It'sfun
fun – –
I enjoyed
it.
It's
I enjoyed
it.
Enjoyment
For me, it was
convenient
and
For just
me, it was
just convenient
Convenience
and to
practical
to share.
practical
share.
It's my personal
interest
to lead a
It's my personal interest
Lifestyle
to
lead
a
healthy
healthy life. life.
It's a cool new
initative
andand
I like
It's a cool
new initiative
Self-marketing
I
like
talking
about
it.
talking about it.
I liked being
from
I liked independent
being independent from
Autonomy
traditional
providers.
traditional providers.
There was
no
and
There
wasneed
no needto
to buy
buy and
Dispensability
possess
it myself.
possess
it myself.
Trial

I wanted to try the product before
buying it myself.

Monetization

I earned money with it.

Quality

I received superior quality, compared
to a traditional offer.

Word of mouth

It has been recommended to me,
so I was curious.

Uniqueness

I couldn't find the product
or service elsewhere.

Indir.reciprocity

I believe one day I will gain something
in return for helping out others.

Altruism

I like being generous to myself and
others, it's satisfactory.

Social
cohesion

It allowed me to meet interesting
people – online and locally.

79.3%
78.5%
73.5%
68.2%
63.4%
59.9%
52.8%
52.3%
50.9%
44.8%
40.1%
37.9%
31.3%
29.4%
25.7%
7.2%
0%

50%

100%

Figure 17: Participants' sharing motivations (Q10)

Participants with multiple sharing transaction in the past six months, were asked to
select one activity in order to answer a follow-up question. With their respective choices it
is possible to draw a clearer picture of the motivations underlying specific sharing
activities (Figure 18). Besides B2C carsharing and crowdfunding campaigns, all other
activities were motivated by both economic and ecological thoughts.
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Top 3 Motivational Reasons per Sharing Category
Collective Ridesharing
Collective Ridesharing
(n = 95)

38

Accommodation Rental
Rental
Accommodation
(n(n== 95)
95)

36

33

31

Clothes
Swapping
Clothes
Swapping
(n
=
50)
(n = 50)

36

34

30

B2C Carsharing
B2C Carsharing
(n = 48) (n = 48)

35

CrowdfundingSupport
Support
Crowdfunding
(n
=
18)
(n = 18)

37

SecondHand
HandMarkets
Markets
Second
(n==13)
13)
(n

34

31

Economic:
Savings

30

(n = 95)

Foodsharing
Foodsharing
(n = 10)
(n = 10)

34

0%

20%

29

34

38

32

33

40%

Practical / rational:
Dispensability
Convenience
no. 1
Autonomy
motivational
Socialreason
/ emotional:
Enjoyment
no. 2
Social
cohesion
motivational
reason
Altruism

31

34

60%

Ecological:
Environment

29

80%

(multiple choice possible)

100%

Figure 18: Top motivational reasons per sharing activity (Q10)

Question 11 determines the side a user takes when sharing. It turns out, most
participants borrow from others rather than lend out their own: 57 % of sharers are thus
‘takers’ while 11 % say they are “usually the one offering things or activities to others”,
entitling them ‘givers’. 32 % claim to do both equally often, making them true sharing
advocates. Implications of this finding shall be discussed later.
Question 12 unites sharers and non-sharers again. It marks the first question directed
towards the respondents’ perception of sharing and his or her future intention. Being
asked whether sharing physical resources generally increases over the next five years,
90 % say it (probably) will (Figure 19).
Question 13 targets the individual respondent by asking whether they themselves are
likely to (more) frequently participate in collaborative consumption in the future. 70 % say
so while 20 % have not yet made up their mind (Figure 20).
Question 14 supposes that respondents’ opinion on monetization as a motive for sharing
differs. While 22 % choose no definite option, the financial component to sharing does not
seem worth considering for 28 % of respondents. Answers further suggest that for 50 % it
is indeed a trigger for sharing their belongings (Figure 21).
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Will Sharing Increase?
60%

Will You Participate?
60%

50%

50%
40%

40%

30%

30%

20%
10%
0%

47%

50%

40%

20%
0%

6%

4%

10%

23%

20%
8%
1%

0%

No, I
No,
I'm not
Yes,
Yes, I
don't probably sure probably think so
think so
not

No, not
No,
I'm not
Yes, Yes, very
very probably sure probably likely
likely
not

Figure 19: Five years forecast (Q12)
Figure 20: Likelihood of future participation (Q13)

Figure: 20: Likelihood of future participation (Q13)

Question 15 explores participants’ willingness to pay for a sharing transaction26: Only 3 %
of respondents’ are prepared to pay more, making them the generous type of person.
39 % of survey contributors would pay the same amount of money which hints to a fair
shopping attitude. Interestingly, 58 % of participants would grant less than the usual due
Figure 22).

price for a sharing agreement or even suggest a free transaction (
Would You Share More for Money?

Are You Willing to Pay ... ?

60%

70%

50%

60%

40%

40%
30%

23%

20%
10%

5%

58%

50%

39%

40%
22%

30%
20%

10%

10%

0%

3%

0%
No, not
No,
I'm not
Yes, Yes, very
very probably sure probably likely
likely
not

… more

Figure 21: Opinions on future income component (Q14)

… less or
nothing

… the same
amount of
money

Figure 22: Willingness to pay (Q15)

Question 16 is the final question and all
things considered, respondents’ general
sympathy with the principle of sharing
instead of owning is high: The symbol
rating averages 3.85 thumbs (Figure 23).

26

Figure 23: Overall sympathy (Q16)

... as opposed to traditionally available commercial products or services.
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5.2

Variance Analysis

In order to analyse data from different sample groups, I measure their mathematical
averages, performing a mean comparison test. The variance analysis is hereby preferred
over the t-test as the latter only allows to oppose two groups. Asking for people’s sharing
engagement during the past six months, question 8 allows for a distinction of survey
participants into three sample sub-groups or clusters (I, II, III). With a one-way ANOVA it
becomes visible whether the three sample sub-groups differ in the mean value of a
variable when looking at their total population. The variables where no significance is
observed are marked with n.s. and will not be examined further.

Q

Item

3

Attractiveness of CC**
Importance of personal values
4.1 Property**
4.2 Luxury**
4.3 Creativity**
4.4 Security & reliability**
4.5 Community & social contact*
4.6 Variety**
Importance of product attributes
5.1 Pricen.s.
5.2 Qualityn.s.
5.3 Environm. consciousness**
5.4 Trendn.s.
5.5 Togethernessn.s.
5.6 Attentionn.s.
5.7 Responsibility**
Statements
6.1 Trust**
6.2 Opinion leader*
6.3 Moderationn.s.
6.4 Material successn.s.
6.5 Material happiness*
6.6 Utilitarian attituden.s.
6.7 Hedonic attituden.s.
Future participation intention**
Sympathy towards CC**
Age**
Nationality** 1 = German / 2 = Non-German
€800-1,400 / 3 = €1,400-1,900
Income** 2 =
Time online** 2 = 1-3 h / 3 = 3-6 h

4

5

6

13
16
17
19
22
23

I
Non-Sharers

II
One-Time-Sharers

III
Multi-Sharers

2.92

3.17

3.38

3.17 III)
2.95 III)
3.79 III)
4.32 III)
4.07
4.11 III)

3.06 III)
2.96 III)
4.03
4.43 III)
4.28
4.23 III)

2.82
2.68
4.11 I)
4.05
4.27
4.48

3.52
4.42
3.57 III)
2.97
2.69
2.25
3.45 III)

3.67
4.41
3.64 III)
2.91
2.75
2.28
3.62

3.66
4.38
3.92
2.98
2.86
2.30
3.77 I)

3.29 III)
3.67
3.54
2.79
2.49
3.64
2.92
3.32
3.29
38.19
1.04 III)
2.98
2.27

3.46
3.70
3.37
2.80
2.75 III)
3.55
2.91
3.85
3.94
31.24 I)
1.05 III)
2.22 I)
2.55 I)

3.61 I)
3.86
3.59
2.67
2.44 II)
3.57
2.88
4.30
4.29
30.28 I)
1.12
2.24 I)
2.65 I)

= 0 sharing activity
(n=217)

= 1 sharing activity
(n=149)

= 2-8 sharing
activities (n=228)

Table 6: One-way ANOVA results of selected variables between sample sub-groups

Significance: **p ≤ 0.01, *p ≤ 0.05
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In order to find out which group mean values differ significantly from the other two, posthoc multiple comparisons were computed. The Tamhane T2 test compares the sample
sub-groups’ values pairwise against each other. Green values show significant mean
differences towards both other sample groups whereas yellow ones mark a significant
mean difference towards the sample group indicated with I), II) or III).
From Table 6 I draw the following conclusions: In terms of personal and product values,
participants that have engaged into sharing multiple times, score significantly lower in
how they value material possessions (4.1), luxury or treats (4.2) and a secure and
predictable environment (4.4) compared to both other sub-groups. On the contrary, they
put significantly more emphasis on an interesting and diverse lifestyle (4.6) and display a
significantly higher concern for products and services being environmentally friendly (5.3).
Additionally, they value creativity (4.3) and responsibility of producing companies (5.7)
more than do non-sharers.
With regard to age (17), income (22) and internet usage (23), it can be said that nonsharers are significantly older, better-off financially and less online-savvy than their
fellow citizens that have been sharing before. Comparing non-sharers’ with sharers’
income, Table 7 shows a higher percentage of sharers in income groups I and II. With
income rising, the percentage drops.

Net Income
X Prefer not to disclose
I Below EUR 800
II EUR 800 – 1,400
III EUR 1,400 – 1,900
IV EUR 1,900 – 2,500
V Above EUR 2,500
Total

Sample Group
Non-Sharers
Sharers
10%
9%
22
33
37
122
17%
32%
25
83
12%
22%
36
38
17%
10%
41
62
19%
16%
56
39
26%
10%
217

100%

377

100%

Total
55
159
108
74
103
95
594

Table 7: Percentage of sharers per income group

Although the sample of non-Germans is very small with 50 participants, the probability of
international peers to belong to the group of sharing advocates seems significantly higher
than the other way around (19).
Finally, the attractiveness of (3) and sympathy (16) towards the principle of ‘sharing
instead of owning’ increase significantly with sharing experience. As a sign of these
experiences being of a positive kind, respondents’ intention to engage in co-consumption
manifests itself the more they have participated in sharing schemes already (13).
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5.3

Regression Results

Since the goal is to make informed predictions about a dependent (response) variable y
from a number of independent (explanatory) variables x, a multiple regression method is
chosen. All involved variables were measured along metric scale levels or coded into
intervals. For the scope of this work, the model takes no possible moderator or mediator
into account. Thus, the proposed relationship is linear and the equation for model part 1
is this:
y = a + b1x1 + b2x2 + b3x3 + b4x4
a ... constant base amount (intercept)
b ... regression coefficients (slope)
x ... explanatory variable
y ... response variable (estimate)
→ Attitude towards CC = a + b1 x economic + b2 x practical + b3 x social + b4 x ideological
In words: The differences in people’s attitude towards collaborative consumption (perceived attractiveness of plus sympathy towards sharing schemes) can be explained (not
caused, necessarily) by differently pronounced groups of motivations. The quality of a
prediction depends on how much variance is left unexplained. In this regard, correlation
values (r) can give a trend already. Since only few of the previously calculated r were
moderately high, rather weak predictions of y are to be expected. Still, multiple variables
together may explain more of the variation in a response than they could individually.
A hierarchical regression is a stepwise process used to understand how much variance is
covered by which variables. First, control variables are introduced and second, the
predictors are entered into the model. Results can be seen in Table 4.
Block
Intercept

b
7.266

T
10.341

Sign.
.000

Age cohort
Gender
1 Size of city
Income
Internet use
Economic motivations
Practical motivations
2
Social motivations
Ideological motivations

.047
.054
.097
-.044
-.077
.292
.200
.393
-.002

.299
.342
1.278
-.773
-.897
1.966
1.683
2.855
-.016

.765
.732
.202
.440
.371
.050
.093
.005
.987

∆R2

R

R2

.106

.011

.005

.679

.640

.296 .087

.060

3.159

.001

Table 4: Model part 1 regression results for attitude towards CC (n=377)
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Unfortunately but as expected, the complete model explains only very little of the variance
in participants’ attitude towards sharing (8.7 %). Significance values are colour-coded
above and can be interpreted to indeed have an overall influence on the dependent
variable. Solely the parameter ideological motivations shows rather odd values, with a
slightly negative correlation and an implausible significance. This may be caused by an
inter-correlation between the predicting motivational factors. Thus, when estimating the
regression values it is not apparent to SPSS whether high attitudinal values of people with
high social and high ideological motivations are attributed to their emotional or
environmental orientation. When repeating the regression analysis without the variable
social motivations, a positive value for ideological motivations is calculated and with a
significance of .039 seems more reliable.
According to the results, social motivations are the strongest predictor for a positive
attitude towards sharing. This is surprising since the descriptive computation earlier put
more attention to economic and ecological factors. Taking a closer look, it is the motives
self-marketing and joy that are significantly positively related to attitude (.396 and .383
respectively, both at p ≤ 0.01).
The model part 2 results indicate the relation between attitude and participation outcome
in the form of two linear regressions with the dependent variables past sharing intensity
(Table 5) and future participation intention (Table 6). Control variables are included once
again.
Block

b

Intercept
Age cohort
Gender
1 Size of city
Income
Internet use

-.777
.340
.208
.247
-.130
.215

-1.670
3.355
1.495
3.770
-2.975
2.846

.096
.001
.136
.000
.003
.005

.416

9.616

.000

2 Attitude towards CC

T

Sign.

∆R2

R

R2

F

Sign.

.334

.112

.103 12.753

.000

.499 .249

.240 27.954

.000

Table 5: Model part 2a regression results for past sharing intensity (n=594)

In retrospect, the attitude towards collaborative consumption explains nearly 25 % of the
variance in participants’ intensity of sharing in the past six months. With regard to the
likelihood of respondents to engage in sharing in the future, attitude even accounts for
nearly 40 % of the variance in future participation intention:
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Block

b

Intercept
Age cohort
Gender
1 Size of city
Income
Internet use

2.597
.223
-.005
.128
-.045
.084

9.480
3.726
-.056
3.309
-1.731
1.876

.000
.000
.955
.001
.084
.061

.364

16.201

.000

2 Attitude towards CC

T

Sign.

R

R2

.281

.079

.627 .394

∆R2

.070

Sign.

8.707

.000

.386 54.744

.000

Table 6: Model part 2b regression results for future participation intention (n=594)
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6

Discussion

As has been demonstrated above, motivations for using collaborative consumption
platforms are very diverse. Throughout my online observation of articles and user
comments and during the numerous talks with sharing actors, I clearly felt that basically
two fundamental parties and motivations exist: first, the rather materialistic group of
people looking to increase income or practical advantages and second, a movement in
search of relationships and experiences. The latter kind goes beyond a mere sharing of
assets but strives towards a fulfilling lifestyle around the concepts of humanity,
sustainability, social change and authenticity. The other group, however, focuses more on
additional income or relieving financial pressure.
Interestingly, this initial perception does not match with overall survey results: The
analysis has shown that all sharing activities are motivated by multiple factors. And what
is more, economic and ecological reasons are balanced. This twofold stimulus leads to
the assumption that for a sharing offer to be attractive and successful a combination of
extrinsic and intrinsic motivations is needed. Also Nupke (2012, p. 15) acknowledged that
in general, to explain motivations, “there is the intrinsic-extrinsic symbiosis to be
considered”. Similarly, Marchand et al. (2010) found eco- and socio-altruistic motives, i.e.
concerns about the earth and social justice, to be at play in sustainable consumption and
even replacing previously perceived individual benefits. And actually, when sharing you
need to acquire less, so that a person’s focus may indeed shift from “the pursuit of
income growth” to the “quality of social relations with others” (Marchand et al., 2010,
p. 1438). Similarly, participants considered overcoming the traditional work-spendmaintain cycle much more important than possessions (associated with stress, being a
burden). These may have been reasons for respondents of the present study, too, to think
of alternatives to new products, and thus more frequently rent objects, opt for second
hand goods or use product-service systems like carsharing. Concluding, I argue that
these bipolar motivations are indeed present when it comes to co-consumption. Still, a
different but simple explanation could be that answers in the survey were partly biased,
i.e. that participants deceive themselves towards what is commonly expected (social
desirability bias). This needs further investigation. In either case, this ambivalence of
motivations is also reflected in the wide variation of definitions of the sharing economy.
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As important as the question of why people share, is that of who shares: Results show
that for instance people with a pronounced self-marketing motivation (‘... and I like talking about it’), paired with an opinion leader tendency (‘… educating people by sharing
my views’) are prone to share. At this point, more research into the mindset of sharers is
needed. Furthermore, participants active in sharing can be seen as social entrepreneurs
as they merge questions of how to make a profit with that of how to create social value
(McKinney, 2013; Parris & McInnis-Bowers, 2014). Regarding the ‘hard’ factors, sociodemographic analysis can support most expectations as will be elaborated below.
The noticeable tendencies from this research prove that the sharing trend among young
generations manifests itself further. While cars for instance have been a German status
symbol, the top motivation for using B2C carsharing is dispensability, i.e. the reduced
need to own a car.
From a study conducted by the renowned Gottlieb Duttweiler Institute (GDI) the tendency
of gender differences arose, finding that women share more than men, grounded in
classic role allocation (Frick et al., 2013). This is in accordance with my data where women are indeed more actively involved in co-consumption than men (68 % vs. 58 %). Still,
caution is advisable as correlations are not significant.
A study by PwC (2015) and the GDI report further found that generosity does not depend
on income – although opposing studies exist. Piff et al. from Berkeley University for
instance revealed a provocative study stating upper-class individuals were less generous
than lower-income groups and more prone to greed, “a robust determinant of unethical
behavior” (Piff et al., 2012, p. 4086; Miller, 2012). From the present survey it can be
concluded that participation in sharing schemes is indeed related to income: Among
lower-income groups the percentage of sharers is much higher and vice versa. This is in
line with recent results citing the Latitude Research Study according to which
participants with lower incomes, too, were more likely to share (Bauwens et al., 2012).
Thus, in the given context, the statement can be rejected that only the rich – holding so
many possessions they have recognized the downside of ownership (Levenson, 2007) –
share frequently.
As expected, younger generations enjoy sharing more than elder people which conforms
to literature and previous studies (Frick et al., 2013; Zipcar, 2014). Indeed, perceived
attractiveness and actual sharing transactions in the past months are significantly higher
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with participants born in the 80s and 90s. Correspondingly, the willingness to share
seems to be influenced by a person’s phase of life: students share significantly more
often than retirees do. This young-old-deviation is caused by the differences of
generations, presumably rooted in historic and technological factors. The former mostly
relates to the baby boomers’ lifelong quest for self-fulfilment and independence and their
association of sharing as an act of charity and non-affordability – while for digital natives
it is natural, smart and even ‘cool’ to share (Kolson, 2012; Frick et al., 2013). Going hand
in hand with this point, internet affinity is significantly higher among active participants,
after all, platforms linking actors in the sharing economy need to be handled sufficiently.
Regarding regional differences, the study holds less clear evidence as the sample is not
equally distributed across Germany. Still, the special role of its capital becomes obvious:
In the present sample, Berlin shares more than the rest of Germany. Also, the mean
difference value of the variable size of city for one-time-sharers lies below 1 m whereas
that of multi-sharers amounts to more than 1.3 m inhabitants. Thus, potentially it can be
said, the bigger a city, the more sharing opportunities.
In general, according to the GDI, people are generous: 48.6 % share „many things“ and
7.2 % share „almost everything“ with others (Frick et al., 2013, p. 17). Nevertheless most
informants only indicated “sometimes” when asked for the frequency of their sharing
activities. This, in turn, leads to the suspicion that people would share more when having
the opportunity and thus, that the potential of the sharing economy is not yet fully tapped.
The same may be concluded by looking at the answers to questions 12 and 13: An
overwhelming 89.8 % of respondents think that, overall, sharing physical resources will
increase in the future. More than 23.4 % find it ‘very likely’ that they themselves will
participate (more) frequently – plus another 47.3 % saying they could well imagine doing
so (‘yes, probably’). Still, the sum of these stays below that of the above 90 %, suggesting
that about 20 % leave active participation to others. Only 9.2 % do not foresee any
participation at all whereas 19.9 % are undecided (‘I’m not sure’).
Regarding the awareness of collaborative consumption offers the survey suggests that
sharing has arrived in broad levels of the (sample) population. Interestingly, with the
three most familiar platforms connecting peers, C2C platforms have received more
attention by respondents than their solely commercial B2C counterparts. Only 42
participants (2 %) did not know any of the proposed platforms.
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From the two previous discussion points, a phenomenon arises known as attitudebehaviour gap in environmental psychology. As reported by multiple authors, explicitly
positive attitudes towards sustainability do not per se translate to corresponding
consumption patterns (Vermeir & Verbeke, 2006; Carrington et al., 2010; Luchs et al.,
2011; Prothero et al., 2011). In the specific case of collaborative consumption, Hamari et
al. (2013) and Frick et al. (2013) both confirm a marked discrepancy between an
expressed readiness to share and the clearly lower actual sharing activities of people. In
the present study, a value-action gap may lurk, too: Opinions on the sharing economy are
overly enthusiastic while attitude online makes up 25 % and 40 % of (past and future)
behaviour. Why is that? Do they perceive sharing as constraining or a kind of trade-off?
More people can imagine taking something from but not giving it to others. This way, it
remains to be seen if the equation of the sharing economy to pose a long-term alternative
to traditional consumption works out in terms of demand and supply. In connection to
that, an imbalance in the willingness to pay is prevalent. Hereby, the answer option ‘less
or nothing’ (58 %) most probably unites two sorts of users: those, that refuse to pay more
for used articles due to a possible loss in value and those, that act according to the
principle of ‘sharing is caring’, i.e. that do not expect a return. Thus, a better item should
have been used here to identify whether respondents are rather stingy or actually caring.
As a sharing transaction often is of immaterial, that is e.g. emotional or ecological value,
the base motive is not easily determined.
Another reason for people being reserved when it comes to sharing is the issue of trust.
Remarkably, 64 % of US sharers say that “peer regulation is more important than
government regulation” (PwC, 2015) and indeed, most platforms rely on user reviews as
most important source for identity and trust generation (Pick, 2012). Also in this survey,
the rating of non-sharers onto the statement ‘In general, other people can be trusted’ is
significantly lower than that of sharers (3.1 against 3.6 on a scale of 1 to 5). Explanations
are manifold since trust is highly context-specific and varies from person to person.
Possibly, non-sharers are more suspicious and introvert types of people and less willing
to give up anonymity. On the opposite, participants with a sharing history and sense of
belonging connect more easily based on similar values and moral behaviours (Brogan &
Smith, 2009; Albinsson & Perera, 2012). This, in turn, helps “communities to regulate and
monitor themselves” (Pick, 2012, p. 57). It is certain that the discrepancy concerning trust
needs further research in the future.
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As indicated before, external validity, that means generalization, i.e. making accurate
predictions for a population, is not entirely given with these sample group results. Still,
my statistical analysis has found out a trend – a trend that is probably too optimistic. A
2014 study by PwC found 44 % of US consumers being familiar with the sharing economy
but only 19 % of adults having been involved in a sharing transaction (PwC, 2015). Since
co-consumption and many of the most popular platforms have their origins in the US, it is
doubted here that numbers for Germany meet those of the sample. Next to this sample
bias it needs to be considered why people took part in the survey: Out of kindness?
Particular interest? Bad experience? However, an accurate compliance of the sample to
the general population had not been aspired and the directional nature of the results is
well worth being examined further.
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Future Research Recommendations

While sharing used to be limited to an immediate circle of family members and friends,
today’s online co-consumption offers enable us to collaborate and share with almost
everyone in society (Sacks, 2011; Schor, 2014). As research has shown, more and more
people (plan to) participate. This fact opens up vast opportunities in terms of more
efficient resource distribution and sustainable consumption. Nonetheless, we also need
to be sensitive to the increasing criticism over practices in the sharing space. Only
touched upon briefly here, more re-search is required. In connection to that, new policy
interventions need to set a standard frame-work and legal conditions supporting this
development. While initiating further long-term research on the sharing trend, authorities
could proactively start contrasting the current experience in traditional consumption
patterns with more sustainable consumer behaviours in the sharing economy. Local
governments could further provide or facilitate community sharing, e.g. through product
repair or maintenance events, as well as community supported agriculture concepts or
edible city projects.
A further look should be taken into whether the decision of sharing or buying is
influenced by the duration of use of a product (Moore & Taylor, 2008). For instance, the
example of ridesharing gives support to a consumer’s choice of acquisition mode
(renting) being related to the intended use period (short). Is buying preferred for longer
durations and are long-term sharing schemes an alternative?
Following Pick (2012), more research is needed on users of P2P platforms. For this
purpose the providers of such platforms are urged to make data available to research.
Specifically on the issue of trust in connection with the manifold motivations of partakers a number of questions evolve. For instance, it would be interesting to know how a
discrepancy of motivations between users of platforms is reflected in their behaviours
towards others. Would someone with evil intentions take advantage of the sharing system
and others‘ goodwill? Likewise, do people struggle with their own motivations?
Competing intentions, e.g. financial value creation and ecological ideology when
combining entrepreneurship and advocacy for environmental causes, may cause conflicts
(Zahra et al., 2009).
Platform providers use the internet and social media to create a collective identity and
engage members (van den Broek et al., 2012, Jain, 2013). Doing so, they communicate an
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experience as number one motivation towards their users – not ecological, practical or
social, let alone financial, reasons. How exactly does communication influence people to
take part? What is the tactical approach and desired impact behind?
In an attempt towards consumer profiling, future research could draw from here in order
to paint a picture of the collaborative consumer. Further aspects of interest would be a
deeper understanding of participants’ social-innovative orientation and post-materialist
values Heinrichs & Grunenberg (2013). Furthermore, one could ask more specifically for
level of education and employment status. Of similar interest would be to learn about
people’s satisfaction with the current economic situation.
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Contributions & Limitations

8.1

Academic Contributions

Relevant stakeholders are manifold as the topic is relevant for practitioners and
(technology) policy makers alike (Hamari et al., 2013), economic and environmental
researchers and civil society leaders (Heinrichs & Grunenberg, 2013). In order to promote
their value proposition and plan for constant improvements, also commercial players and
not-for-profit platforms ought to know about participant motivation. Overall, this thesis
broadens the discourse on motivations and sustainable development and sees alternative consumption from a new point of view – that of consumers who follow their own,
perceived gains. It helped filling the gap in research as few empirical studies exist that
could possibly confirm the attitudes of people towards the sharing economy.
This research contributes to the conceptual understanding of the phenomenon that has
captured a growing segment of consumers but that is still absent in mainstream
marketing literature. This study’s purpose was to understand the motivation of these
consumers to engage in collaborative ownership models across product categories,
striving for new experiences “while freeing themselves from the responsibilities of
permanent ownership” (Lawson, 2010, p. 842).
With regard to theory, the present work has contributed to this understanding in the way
that it has highlighted the importance of multiple motivational factors playing a role in coconsumption. For instance, for the sharing categories ridesharing, accommodation
rental, clothes swapping and second-hand trading, a balanced triad of economic,
ecological and social motivations is prevalent. By conversion, sharing models seem to
find favour with an increasing part of the population just because they appeal to multiple
inside triggers – or at least do so more specifically than ‘green’ activism like recycling
where the expected outcome is solely one-sided. Thus, next to environmental or social
advantages, it seems certain that personal benefits, i.e. self-interest motives, lead
individuals back to sharing more. Furthermore, it has become clear, that attitude towards
collaborative consumption is a well-established predictor of future participation intention.
Still, behavioural intention is dependent on the context of sharing and the need supposed
to be met with the sharing activity. Thus, realistically kept, many more factors will
influence the decision to become active.
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With regard to profoundness and scope of the research, this work is the first of its kind in
Germany. Throughout my pre-study, I have not come across a similar set-up. Thus, this
report is initial research on a new field to demonstrate the need for a better
understanding of the mechanisms at work in the sharing economy.

8.2

Research Limitations

First of all, I am not a born motivational researcher with particular training in sensitivity
and interview skills. Therefore, a standardized online survey was set up to attract
participants in the sharing economy. If at all, results are only representative for the
generation of millennials. To a certain degree, however, the gathered data does represent
the perspective of consumers who took part in the collaborative economy. Respondents
not involved in co-consumption served as a reference group although characteristics of
non-sharers did not exactly match those from the sharers movement. Next to external
validity, “establishing good construct validity is a matter of experience and judgement,
building up as much supporting evidence as possible.” (Shuttleworth, 2009). The items
were set up to capture the true theoretical meaning of the measured motivational
constructs. As they inter-correlate and only explain little of the outcome variable’s
variance, the underlying assumptions need to be revised. For instance: ‘Enjoyment’ is
the strongest factor in the category of social-emotional motivations. Now, one could ask
in what motion exactly is the feeling of joy grounded? Is it not rather a motive split
between the others of that category and can this be the reason for why social cohesion,
i.e. ‘meeting others’, did not collect votes as expected? Also, to be clearer here, a ranking
of motivations might have been more meaningful than a simple 5-point rating style. But
then again ranking 16 motivators is not handy.
The questionnaire enquired about values, attitudes and reported actions while
participants’ real sharing activities cannot be proven. Thus, the given information can be
false for reasons of image cultivation and self-report bias. Since no direct contact to
respondents existed I hope the distortion from inexact information is kept within an
acceptable limit.
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The sampling and data collection process have methodological shortcomings: To reach
more respondents, I could have posted my concern repeatedly online and send a followup e-mail asking participants to distribute the survey further (snowball sampling). Both
approached seemed too pushy and would not yield much different results. However, the
discussion over pros and cons of convenience sampling shows that a more complete
study with a more exhaustive method (random or probability sampling) is necessary,
probably only achievable through funds. Until then, the selectivity of the sample and a
potential misinterpretation of data have been treated with caution. The chosen method is
still an appropriate trade-off for a master’s level dissertation (limited budget and time
etc.) and provides rich information, detailed demographics and even illustrative quotes as
qualitative input to use for further research. Regarding the research instrument, it is still
believed that online survey data is superior to that of an equivalent paper-based survey.
Only one restriction contradicts this: As the elderly are not as internet-savvy as later
generations they may not navigate on social networks and check their emails regularly –
thus missing the opportunity to respond in the set time frame.
Maybe the question for people’s motivation should have been differentiated according to
the three types of collaborative consumption initiatives. Because if indeed perceived
differently, their motivation and willingness to contribute might vary, too. This has been
found to be the case with open government projects where motivations differed with
project aims (Wijnhoven et al., 2015).
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Conclusion & Outlook

This study found the strongest motivations for participants to engage in sharing to be:
savings and convenience on the economic and practical side as well as enjoyment and
environmental consciousness on the social and ideological part. Besides motivations,
further points of interest arose from questions around personal values or demographics.
Turning to the factor income for instance, material scarcity supports sharing intensity:
People that cannot afford specific goods, share more often. Thus, the phenomenon may
be especially valued across members of lower-income-levels. Concerning gender,
women are more prone to sharing than men and generations Y and Z do so more
frequently than any other age cohort.
Throughout my research work the facts have substantiated that collaborative
consumption is no longer a short-term trend or superficial media hype but a movement
that has advanced from a niche topic to an actual change in consumer behaviour.
Therefore, the sharing economy is here to stay – alongside traditional economic patterns
of consumption (Scholl et al., 2010; Kolson, 2012; Heinrichs & Grunenberg, 2013).
Currently, profit is unequally distributed and remains mainly with the large players but
the more users become aware of the economic significance of collaborative consumption
they will want to be part of its financial success: In the long run, those platforms will win
on which not only pictures, music, bikes and sofas are shared – but also profits (Frick et
al., 2013). This goes with in line with finding multiple motivations causing consumers to
participate in sharing.
From the results of this study and in line with Marchand et al. (2010, p. 1444) I believe that
“self-interest motives for responsible consumption should receive greater recognition”.
Self-interest motives lead to reducing levels of consumption while eco- and socioaltruistic motives lead to opting for more environmentally and socially sound products
(Marchand et al., 2010).
The sharing economy grows and differentiates itself further. With regard to the different
motivations present in sharing, my assumption is that already in this early phase,
different platforms engage different sorts of people and hence create an adequate
ambience among their users. New common and hybrid markets continue to evolve
between personal property and market-standard products as the line between private
and collective further blurres (Frick et al., 2013), retail becomes ‘rentail’, shopping
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becomes ‘shwopping’. Sharing marketplace have already begun to transform into market
networks, still processing market transactions while at the same time incorporating the
social aspects of social networks: building communities and a sense of belonging.
Expanding globally on the sharing idea, in threshold countries with fundamental societal
needs, the potential is high for shared value concepts: Besides products and services
also land, mobile data and WiFi capacity is shareable. With mobile internet devices
developing and a further unfolding of value consciousness it is likely the collaborative
consumption space continues to develop (Heinrichs & Grunenberg, 2013). Solid research
will soon provide estimates on the sharing economy’s world economic potential. Just
then, it can be judged whether the available alternatives will lead from a private property
oriented economy to a more resource-efficient consumption.
With machine-to-machine communication and the internet of things, objects will be
tagged with identifiers and sensors, making them part of the online network. Besides
widespread benefits in our daily lives (smart homes, real-time monitorings, industry
automation) (Gartner, 2013; Anderson & Rainie, 2014), this leads to all products staying
on the digital market after they have been bought, making them ubiquitously accessible
(Frick et al., 2013).
In his new book ‘The business of sharing’ Stephany (2015) quotes Lynn Jurich, the CEO of
Sunrun, who calls out the dis-ownership movement by saying “the new status symbol
isn’t what you own – it’s what you’re smart enough not to own”. Therefore, I assume that
soon, those industry players can successfully maintain their stake that work on the
‘shareability’ of a product or service. Sharing will remain relevant, possibly for rather
high-grade products than cheap throw-aways.
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Appendix 1: Co-consumption companies organized on P2P platforms
Category

Subcategory
House / Flat / Bed /
P2P travel

Housing /
Space /
Property

Office / Garage
Storage / Parking
space
Land / Garden
ground
Private carsharing
(C2C)
Ride sharing (C2C)

Vehicles /
Mobility

Free floater (B2C)
Stationary provider
(B2C)
Bike
Other

Adults
Fashion
Kids (incl. Toys)

Knowledge /
Time /
Experience

Housework /
Workforce / Favors
Education & learning
Experience / Travel
Books

Media & Art

Food

Games & movies
Art
Groceries
Food preparation /
Co-ops
Meals

Retail &

Re-use / Secondary
markets

Examples
Airbnb, Couchsurfing, BeWelcome, 9flats, Wimdu,
OneFineStay, Roomorama, Crashpadder, Gloveler,
globalhoming, HomeAway, iStopOver, Tripping
Liquidspace, Shareyouroffice, Citizen Space, Hub Culture,
sharedesk, coworking, Basislager
Sharemystorage, Parkatmyhouse, Parkingspace,
Parkingpanda
Yardshare, Sharedearth, Hyperlocavore, meineernte,
Landshare, deinHof
autonetzer.de, RelayRides, Getaround, Just Share It,
Whipcar
Mitfahrgelegenheit, BlaBlaCar, Flinc, UBER, Wunder, Lyft,
Zimride, Liftshare, Go Car Share, eRideShare
Car2go, DriveNow
Zipcar, Mobility
Callabike-Interaktiv, Denver B-cycle, DB Call a Bike
Sailbox, Cruzin, Weeels
Bibandtuck, Refashioner, Swapinthecity, Kleiderkreisel,
Mudjeans, ThredUP, Swapstyle, Clothing Exchange, 99
Dresses, Big Wardrobe, Mädchen-Flohmarkt, Bag Borrow
Steal, Bling Yourself, ClothingSwap.com, Renttherunway,
Swapforgood, Fashionhire
ThredUP, Toyswap, Swapitbaby, Swapkidsclothes,
meinespielzeugkiste.de
Taskrabbit, Mila, Gigwalk, Airrun, Zaarly, Exchange-Me,
Hey Neighbor!, Your Job Done, 99designs, Doido,
MicroWorkers
Skillshare
Vayable.com, Guidehop, GrandTourGo (real-life guiding
tours), audioguideme (local stories guiding app)
Bookelo, BookHopper, Thebookswap, Paperbackswap,
Bookmooch, TauschTicket
SwapSimple, Dig N‘Swap, Swap.com, Goozex
TurningArt, StudioShare
Foodsharing, Youthfoodmovement, Mundraub
Ampleharvest, Eggzy, Rootdownfarm.net
Gobble, Grubwithus, Feastly, Eat With Me, JoinMyMeal,
Eathwith, Supperking
Swap.com, Yerdle, Uniiverse, Getable, Toygaroo,
Rentcycle, AnyHire, Hey Neighbor!, Snapgoods,
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Consumer
Goods

Money
Energy

Flea markets
Neighborhood
lending
Other
Social / P2P lending
Donating /
Crowdfunding
Credits
Energy

Sharehood, Ecomodo, swap-online.com, Tauschticket,
Stuffle, Swap-o-matic, Freecycle, Warp-It, Bid and Borrow,
share4friends, Craigslist, Zaarly, Leihdirwas
NeighborGoods, Frents, Sharestarter, StreetBank
Winhal (furniture), Rentoid (rental & hire)
Lending Club, Prosper, Zopa, Lendstar, Prosper
Kickstarter, 100-Days, Wemakeit, Cashare, IndieGoGo,
Startnext, Seedmatch, betterplace.org
smava
One Block Off the Grid (solar power)

Table: Overview of sharing economy players
Annotation: Examples include German and worldwide offers, without claiming to be complete. In ‘The
Mesh’, Lisa Gansky created a sharing directory involving as much as 25 categories.
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Appendix 2: Survey tool tracking
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Appendix 3:
2: Impressions of survey look and postings online

Figures: Screenshots from survey tool
and postings on Xing and Facebook,
e.g. OuiShare Berlin community
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Appendix 4: Survey items, labels and scale origins

Q

Label

Item and Answer Options / Scale

Source

Part 1: Alternative Types of Consumption and Attractiveness of Collaborative Consumption (CC)
Data protection note: Survey answers are confidential and data will be analyzed anonymously. Responses are reported in summarized format only so they
cannot be traced back to individuals. If you enter the draw to win an Amazon gift voucher you’ll be contacted once only and your e-mail is deleted afterwards.
1

Language

Please choose your preferred language.
→ English
→ Deutsch

own

“In order to use things, we do not necessarily have to buy and possess them ourselves. Instead, products and services can be rented, exchanged or
consumed together. These collaborative consumption schemes are facilitated by online platforms to match suppliers with recipients and to coordinate
and secure their transaction. Examples of the sharing economy include car and ride sharing, swapping wardrobes or the booking of private accommodations
while on travel. This survey explores the rationales behind sharing goods and services with, most often, previously unknown people.”
How often do you do the following activities?

2

Most popular types






Using a car or bike from a rental business
Renting things you rarely need from a rental agency, e.g. equipment, furniture, machinery
Buying or selling used things at a flea market or similar event
Buying or selling things privately on the Internet, e.g. via eBay
→
→
→
→

I do this regularly
I did this before
I can imagine doing this
I cannot imagine doing this

Botsman, 2011;
Heinrich &
Grunenberg,
2013

Let’s assume the following: Close to your home, a possibility exists where you can borrow objects you don’t
need every day, such as electronic household gadgets, gardening tools, renovation utensils. How attractive is it
for you to borrow such objects or use them together instead of buying or owning them?
3

Attractiveness

→
→
→
→

BMU, 2013

very attractive
somewhat attractive
not so attractive
not attractive at all
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“Before we dive into this, let me ask you a few questions about yourself and why you usually buy stuff.”
Part 2: Individual Difference Variables: Consumer Values, Product Attributes and Attitudes
CC-relev. values:

4

Property
Luxury
Creativity
Predictability
Experience
Variety

How important are the following personal values to you? (1 to 5 numerical scale)







Material possessions
Luxury and treats
Creativity and own ideas
Security and reliability
Community and social contact
Interesting and diverse life
→
→
→
→
→

5

Product attributes:
Price
Quality
Environment
Trend
Togetherness
Attention
CSR

Richins, 2004;
Heinrichs &
Grunenberg,
2013; Phipps et
al., 2013

not important at all
somewhat unimportant
rather neutral
somewhat important
very important

And how do you rate the importance of the following product or service aspects? (1 to 5 numerical scale)
 Price is important to me.
 Quality is important to me.
 It is important to me that it is environmentally friendly.
 It is important to me that it is innovative or modern.
 I like it when it brings me together with others
 It is important to me that it lets me stand out from the crowd.
 It is important that the producing company acts responsibly.
→
→
→
→
→

I strongly disagree
I disagree somewhat
I’m rather neutral
I agree somewhat
I strongly agree

VII

Heinrichs &
Grunenberg,
2013

CHAPTER Appendix

6

Attitudinal
statements:
Trust
Opinion leader
Moderation
Material success
Material happins.
Utilitarian attitit.
Hedonic attitude

Great! Now, please vote on the following statements: (1 to 5 numerical scale)








In general, other people can be trusted.
I like educating people by sharing my views.
I usually buy only the things I need.
The things I own say a lot about how well I’m doing in life. (R)
I’d be happier if I could afford to buy more things. (R)
Things I buy are primarily functional and useful.
Things I buy are primarily pleasant and experiential.
→
→
→
→
→

I strongly disagree
I disagree somewhat
I’m rather neutral
I agree somewhat
I strongly agree

Heinrichs &
Grunenberg,
2013; Cosmas &
Sheth, 1980;
Batra & Athola,
1990; Richins,
2004

“Now let’s come back to this sharing thing.”
Part 3: Recent Participation and Reasons Therefore
Please select the sharing platforms you’ve heard of so far. * You don’t need to have an account.

7

Platform
recognition and
familiarity

own

During the past six months, have you participated in one or more sharing activities, coordinated via an online
platform? * Multiple answers are possible.

8

Recent
participation

own
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9

Demotivators:
No time
No need
No interest
No awareness
No reaction
No faith
No trust
No freedom

Reasons why I haven’t participated in any sharing activity (yet) are: * Multiple answers are possible.
 I don’t want to invest the time.
 I’m satisfied with alternatives available.
 I don’t see how this could be of any value for me.
 I haven’t come across any such services.
 I don’t usually react to such offers.
 I don’t like to be with people whose behaviour I cannot anticipate.
 I’m afraid other people would not care about my belongings.
 I believe sharing things creates dependencies amongst people.

Luchs et al.,
2011; Schwartz,
2012

“Now, about which of your sharing activities may I ask you another question? Please choose one.”
Motives:

10

Saving
Quality
Monetization
Convenience
Uniqueness
Dispensability
Autonomy
Trial
Word of mouth
Enjoyment
Social cohesion
Altruism
Self-marketing
Lifestyle
Envir. Consciousn.
Indirect reciprocity

Please consider this last sharing activity. How did you rate the following reasons when deciding for the
sharing transaction?
 It came at a better price, so I needed to invest less or no money.
 I received superior quality, compared to a traditional offer.
 I earned money with it.
 For me, it was just convenient and practical to share.
 I couldn’t find the product / service elsewhere.
 There was no need to buy and possess it myself.
 I liked being independent from traditional sellers.
 I wanted to try the product / service before buying it myself.
 It has been recommended to me, so I was curious.
 It’s fun – I enjoyed it.
 It allowed me to meet interesting people – online and locally.
 I like being generous to myself and others, it’s satisfactory.
 It’s a cool new initiative and I like talking about it.
 It’s my personal interest to lead a healthy life.
 Throwing away goods and not utilizing spare resources as counterproductive to sustainable lifecycles.
 I believe one day I will gain something in return for helping out others.
→
→
→
→

11

Provider side:
Provider / supplier
User / recipient
Advocate

Kolson, 2012;
Owyang et al.,
2014
Bauwens et al.,
2012; Hamari et
al., 2013;
Marchand et al.,
2010; Phipps et
al., 2013; van de
Glind, 2013;
Lawson, 2010

I agree
I’m rather neutral
I don’t agree
not applicable to me or my sharing activity

When planning a sharing activity via the Internet, which part of the equation are you?
 I’m usually the one offering things or activities to others.
 I’m usually the one responding to others’ offers.
 I do both equally often.

IX
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“We are almost there! But before, please let me know how you think the sharing story will develop.”
Part 4: Future Development

Five year forecast

Generally, do you think that sharing physical resources will increase in the next five years?
→ no, I don’t think so
→ no, probably not
→ I’m not sure
→ yes, probably
→ yes, I think so

Bauwens et al.,
2012

Future
participation

Is it likely that you yourself will (more) frequently participate in collaborative consumption in the future?
→ not very likely
→ no, probably not
→ I’m not sure
→ yes, probably
→ yes, very likely

Hamari, 2013

Future income
component

Are you more likely to share your belongings if you could make money from it?
→ not very likely
→ no, probably not
→ I’m not sure
→ yes, probably
→ yes, very likely

own

15

Willingness to pay

For a sharing transaction – as opposed to traditionally available consumer products – I am willing to pay: …
→ more.
→ less or nothing.
→ the same amount of money.

own

16

Sympathy towards
CC

All things considered, how do you feel about the principle of ‘sharing instead of owning’?
(1 to 5 symbolic scale)

12

13

14

own

“This is almost the end – just a little statistics left. For demographic analysis, please give accurate information about yourself.”
Part 5: General Demographics
17

Age

What is your year of birth?
→ Dropdown list “Select year”

own

18

Gender

I am …
→ Female
→ Male

own
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19

20

21

22

23

Nationality

What is your nationality?
→ German
→ Other

own

City

What is your current place of residence, i.e. the city you live in at the moment?
If you don’t want to disclose this information, please type “-“
→ __________________
→ Prefer not to disclose

Frick et al., 2013

Job

What is your present occupation?
→ Apprentice / Pupil
→ Student
→ Employee
→ Management
→ Freelancer
→ Retiree
→ Other

own

Income

Please give an indication of your income (per month after tax).
→ Below 800 €
→ 800 € to 1,400 €
→ 1,400 € to 1,900 €
→ 1,900 € to 2,500 €
→ Above 2,500 €
→ Prefer not to disclose

own

Internet use

How much time per day do you actively use the Internet?
→ Less than 1 hour
→ Between 1 and 3 hours
→ Between 3 and 6 hours
→ Above 6 hours

own

Thank you very much for your participation!
Hold on: Now you may give additional information below or jump to the bottom to leave your details for the chance to win an Amazon gift voucher.
If you wish, please let me know about your experiences with shared goods or services:
Feel free to leave any comment on the survey here:
Please enter your name and e-mail address:
Send answers and finish survey.
Thank you and goodbye!
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Appendix 5: Bivariate cross-correlations matrix acc. to Pearson
01
01 Attractiveness

02

03

04

05

06

07

.309**

1

03 Motive savings

.067

.044

1

04 Motive quality

.161

.082

.112*

1

05 Motive monetization

-.034

-.006

.067

-.070

1

**

*

.008

.015

.235**

1

.083

.013

07 Motive uniqueness
08 Motive dispensability
09 Motive autonomy
10 Motive trial
11 Motive word of mouth
12 Motive joy
13 Motive social cohesion
14 Motive altruism
15 Motive self-marketing
16 Motive lifestyle
17 Motive envir. conscious.
18 Motive indirect reciprocity
19 Future participation in CC
20 Sympathy towards CC

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

1

02 Past sharing intensity

06 Motive convenience

08

**

.133

-.064
.060
.039
.033

.111

-.048

.060

**

*

.146
.140

*

.116

-.061

-.030

**

**

.188

-.007
.077
**

.191

-.064
.085
.041
**

.466

**

.369

.028

**

.161

**

.197

*

.127

**

.202

.071
.019
.023
**

.455

**

.409

.125

.007
.034
-.019
.097
-.043
.077
-.013
-.061
-.085
-.025
.015

**

.141

**

.190

**

.250

**

.133

.081
**

.225

.052
.041
**

.159

.019
-.002
.007
.168
**

.178

-.036
.035
**

.178

1

**

.103*

*

**

.244**

**

**

.200

.102

**

.176

.244
.202

-.034

-.040

.024

*

**

*

.117

.100
**

.145

.043
.010
.033
*

.116

-.031
.002

.191

.096

.103

-.047

**

.213

1

.432

.098
.017
-.059

.041

.049

**

.080

*

**

*

.203
.167

*

.130

**

.208

**

.196

.078

.115

.104

.052

.005

.075

.081

*

.010
.039

.105

**

.178

*

.104

1
.257**

1

**

.197**

1

**

.082

.178**

1

**

-.053

-.003

.279**

*

**

**

**

.181**

**

**

.305**

*

**

.138
.194
.143

.131

**

.212

**

.178

.096
**

.143

**

.165

**

.199

.257

*

.110

**

.194

.050
**

.147

.093
.066

.217

.091
.034
-.010
.044
-.021
.007

.268
.339

.084

1

.174

.116

**

.100

**

*

.134

.171

**

.250

**

.304

.131

*

.121

*

.114

1

.239

**

.189

**

.329

**

.133

.146

Table: Bivariate cross-correlations matrix acc. to Pearson r (variables)

** significant on 0.01 level (p ≤ 0.01)
* significant on 0.05 level (p ≤ 0.05)
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**

1
.310**

1

**

.418**

**

**

.312

.274

.309

**

.086

**

*

.313

.365

.120

1
.233**

1

**

.181**

**

*

.149
.161

.123

1
.524**

1
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Appendix 5: Bivariate cross-correlations matrix acc. to Pearson (cont’d)
01
01 Past sharing intensity (d)

1

02 Income (c)

-.172**

03 Age cohort (c)

**

.209

04 Gender (c)

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

1
-.282**
-.220

.118**

1

05 Size of city (c)

**

.174

.040

.016

-.054

1

06 Internet use (c)

.153**

.017

.169**

-.182**

.162**

1

07 Attractiveness (d)

.309**

-.063

.011

-.028

.113*

.063

1

08 Future participation intention (d)
09 Sympathy towards CC (d)

.455**

-.124**

.224**

.009

.156**

.124**

.466**

1

**

**

**

.041

**

.053

.369**

.524**

.409

**

1

*

.087

09

-.130

.194

.138

Table: Bivariate cross-correlations matrix acc. to Pearson r (controls)

** significant on 0.01 level (p ≤ 0.01)
* significant on 0.05 level (p ≤ 0.05)
(c) ... control variable
(d) ... dependent variable
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4: Descriptives and outcome of one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
Appendix 6:
Numerical codes* of variable age cohort
(y-axis):
3.0 ≙ average age Generation X (45 years)
4.0 ≙ average age Generation Y (27 years)
Sample sub-group acc. to sharing intensity
(x-axis):
Non-Sharers: 0 activity in past 6 mo.
One-Time Sharers: 1 activity in past 6 mo.
Multi-Sharers: 1-8 activities in past 6 mo.
* Age has been coded into cohorts 1-5 as
described in chapter 5.2.1.
Figure: Mean comparison age cohort per sample subgroup
Reference: SPSS output

n

mean standard deviation standard error

95% confidence interval
lowest

highest

min

max

Non-Sharers

211

3.37

.860

.059

3.25

3.49

1

5

One-Time Sharers

155

3.79

.645

.052

3.68

3.89

1

5

Multi-Sharers

228

3.83

.538

.036

3.76

3.90

1

5

Total

594

3.66

.725

.030

3.60

3.72

1

5

sum of square
Between groups

df

mean of squares

F

significance

28.151

.000

27.133

2

13.566

Within groups

284.807

591

.482

Total

311.939

593

(1) Sample groups (2) Sample groups mean diff. (1-2) standard error significance
Non-Sharers
One-Time Sharers
Multi-Sharers

One-Time Sharers

-.417

*

.079

-.464

*

95% confidence interval
lowest

highest

.000

-.61

-.23

.069

.000

-.63

-.30

Non-Sharers

.417

*

.079

.000

.23

.61

Multi-Sharers

-.046

.063

.845

-.20

.10

Non-Sharers

.464

*

.069

.000

.30

.63

One-Time Sharers

.046

.063

.845

-.10

.20

Multi-Sharers

*significant on 0.05 level (p ≤ 0.05)
Tables: Descriptives, outcome and significance post-hoc test of one-way ANOVA on variable age cohort
Reference: SPSS output

A significance of 0.0 applies to the hypothesis that all three sample sub-groups show the same mean
values for the age cohort variable in the general population. With most probabilities being zero,
multiple comparison allows for the conclusion that generation membership differs among the groups.
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